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ABSTRACT 
 
The critical commentary presents and contextualizes a film and video making practice 
spanning three decades. It locates a contemporary visual music practice within current 
and emerging critical and theoretical contexts and tracks back the history of this 
practice to the artist’s initial screenings of work as part of the 1980’s British Scratch 
video art movement. 
 
At the heart of the body of work presented here is an exploration and examination of 
methods and working practices in the encounter of music, sound and moving image.  
Central to this is an examination of the affective levels that sound and image can 
operate on, in a transsensorial fusion, and political and cultural applications of such 
encounters, whilst examining  the epistemological regimes such work operates in. 
 
A combination of factors has meant that work such as this, arising in the UK 
provinces, can fall below the historicizing and critical radar – these include the 
ephemeral and transitory nature of live performance work; the difficulties of 
documenting such work; the fragility and degeneration of emerging and quickly 
obsolescent formats; and a predominance of a London–centric focus on curating, 
screening and historicizing of experimental film and video art practices. 
 
 My film and video practice has been screened nationally and internationally over 
three decades, and has been recognized as exemplary practice both in the early 1980s 
at the inception of the Scratch movement and in more recent retrospectives. The 
critical commentary argues that this work contributes new knowledge of the history, 
contexts and practices of film and video art and audiovisual and visual music 
practices.    4 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PREFACE 
 
There is little doubt that the artist/researcher if they commit themselves to the 
task of documentation and critical contextualisation and reflection on their 
work, can, in collaboration with like-minded others, produce an inter-
subjective framework for understanding the work they produce … Indeed we 
might want to give the name research to this hermeneutical activity of arriving 
at communicable knowledge of art practice (Bell, D. 2006, p. 99). 
 
 
This commentary seeks to make the case for the accompanying video work as the 
equivalent to a PhD by Existing Creative Work by evidencing and locating the 
contexts, history and original contribution to knowledge of a visual music practice 
which has spanned three decades.  
 
My audiovisual practice began during my time as a member of music group 
Metamorphosis in the early 1980s, informed and influenced by and engaged in the 
post-punk/industrial music scene and based in Nottingham and Sheffield, England. A 
hybrid moving image practice combining Super 8 film, off-air video recordings, 
35mm slides and original sound and music recordings was engaged in both as 
accompaniment to live music performances; expanded cinematic, multimedia, live 
audio-visual performances in their own right; and as independently distributed and 
screened video release View From Hear. The latter coming to the critical attention of 
journalist Andy Lipman in 1984 following screenings as part of the nascent Scratch 
video art movement at the Fridge nightclub in Brixton, London. Further work was 
subsequently selected for screenings at the Institute for Contemporary Arts later that 
same year and included on an Arts Council touring programme Subverting Television. 
From its outset, my audiovisual practice has centred around a creative engagement 
and exploration of the encounter and potentials of sound, music and image. In a 
practice where sound and image are commensurate and their combination distinct to 
practices where sound is subservient to image as in the movie soundtrack, or where 
image is in the service of sound and the commercial and industrial requirements of the 
pop promo, exploring an interzone between milieus. From the outset the work has 
wilfully and knowingly explored transsensory and intersensory, synaesthetic and 
kinaesthetic, film and video making practices. Exploring not only the significative 
functioning of moving image practice but also the affective level too and presenting 
this work in immersive and performative contexts as well as on the single screen, and   13 
in gallery and non-gallery environments. Whilst collaboration with a number of 
different musicians and artists over the years has been at the heart of the practice, my 
contribution has always been that of single person filmmaker, taking ownership and 
control of the image making side of things. Some soundtrack work has been in 
musical and compositional collaboration with others, some has been with already pre-
existing composed and/or recorded music. This practice has consistently sought to 
engage an artistically informed sensibility, experimenting with constantly changing 
and emerging technological contexts, one that adds to the body of work to have 
emerged since Armes noted in 1988, that;  
Although video was seized upon by certain avant-garde artists when portable 
machines became available in the mid-1960s, it has yet failed to generate quite 
the same level of creativity as sound tape: there is no body of video art equal 
to the achievements of electronic music (Armes, 1988, p.112). 
 
Chapter one of this commentary seeks to establish the contexts the work engages with, 
informs and is informed by. The opportunity for reflection on the practice has enabled 
key themes to come into focus. Notions of audiovisuality, cinesonics and visual music 
begin to contextualise work which has engaged in exploring the transsensory and 
intersensory affect of audiovisual practices, practices which themselves can be seen to 
challenge earlier critical discourses. Expanded cinematic and audiovisual performative 
practices arising out of the punk and post-punk music scene in the UK in the late 1970 
and early 1980s are significant, linking earlier analogue multimedia events and digital 
audiovisual and vj cultures emerging in the 1990s. Scratch video has come in for 
recent re-evaluations of its critical and historical role in British video art, and a 
number of texts addressing the critical and historical contexts of video art have 
emerged in the past decade supplementing the paucity of writing on artists’ film and 
video prior to then. All of these texts have tended to neglect film and video art’s 
relation to sound and visual music. Attention is drawn to texts that are beginning to 
redress this, and to the growing body of literature and critical appraisal of the music 
video.  
 
The second chapter maps the emergence and development of the practice itself, and its 
relations to the key themes identified in chapter one; from nascent Scratch video 
through collaborations with musicians including influential electronic music pioneers 
Cabaret Voltaire to more recent public arts projects and an ongoing collaboration with   14 
electroacoustic composer Professor Tim Howle. Addressing working practices, and 
the attendant historical, cultural and political contexts. The final chapter addresses the 
contributions to new knowledge that the practice, and critical and contextual reflection 
upon it provides, notably in the fields of video art, sonic arts, and audiovisual and 
visual music practices. The markers of recognition of the quality and originality of the 
work are also acknowledged.   15 
CHAPTER ONE - History and Contexts 
 
As we approach the last decade of the twentieth century, the growing presence 
of technology, computer science, and electronic communication is producing 
profound changes in our cultural environment. These changes in turn 
significantly affect our perceptions of the world and alter our methods of 
artistic expression...It will be possible to re-visit and remake previously 
explored forms and concepts, creating new kinds of compositions which would 
have been impossible in the past (R.Russett & C.Starr, 1976, p.24).       
 
In May 2002 following the concert/performance, Cinema for the Ear, at Sir Alan 
Ayckbourn’s Stephen Joseph Theatre in Scarborough, North Yorkshire, my then 
University of Hull colleague, electroacoustic music composer Dr Tim Howle (now 
Professor of Contemporary Music at the University of Kent), instigated what has 
become an ongoing collaboration exploring the conjunction of electroacoustic 
composition and creative moving image practice in the production of work where 
sound and moving image are commensurate. Cinema for the Ear was a sixty-minute 
concert of electroacoustic music organized by the University of Hull’s Creative Music 
Technology department and featuring a selection of work by contemporary 
composers, including staff and students from the department.  I was invited to create a 
visual accompaniment to this music programme, mixing pre-prepared digital video 
sources of my own film and video material, in a live visual multi-projection 
improvisation on the cinema screen of the performance space, to live 8-speaker 
surround-sound-diffusion playback
1 [see: Appendix 7]. Afterwards, Tim Howle 
proposed composing an original soundtrack to an already existing edit of one element 
of visual material screened in this concert. This element had evolved over a number of 
years through working and reworking footage to different soundtracks in different 
contexts. The resulting combination of this visual edit and Tim’s soundtrack is Open 
Circuits. A further three collaborations produced between 2003 and 2008 (and a fifth 
work, Radiance, 2002, a 15 minute documentation of an interactive installation 
produced in collaboration with electroacoustic composer Dr Rob MacKay) form the 
body of work collected together and presented on DVD as Electroacoustic Movies. 
 
                                                        
1 A Cinema for the Ears is a term and concept originally developed by Canadian composer Francis 
Dhomont (‘cinéma pour l’oreille’). See: Couture (2005). 
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Through the process of collaboration, and subsequent national and international 
screenings, and with Tim Howle and myself based in academia and engaged in the 
bureaucracies and markets of research within the emerging British university research 
environment over the past decade; research agendas have arisen and presented 
themselves subsequent to the creation and exhibition of the work. A process which we 
have called ‘Praxis as Research’ in a number of papers given at conferences where we 
have sought to address the collaboration within academic research contexts
2 
[Appendixes: 10-15].  
 
Prior to the collaboration I had written very little about my film making practice, nor 
taken the opportunity to reflect at length upon its contexts. With the opportunity 
presented by academic research forums, a number of contexts emerge in which the 
work contributes new knowledge and which help locate and inform the practice. In 
casting a critical gaze upon my recent work, the connections between this and older 
work have become more evident, and overarching key themes in the practice come 
into focus. Indeed the notion of ‘praxis as research’ has informed the development of 
this current PhD submission itself. In exploring the research contexts of 
Electroacoustic Movies, the wider contexts of my praxis and practice since the 1980s 
is brought into consideration and vice versa. Not only has the content of some of the 
Electroacoustic Movies material derived directly from work previously undertaken in 
both the 1980s and 1990s, the practice itself is informed by and builds upon 
previously explored practices and methodologies; and there is a reciprocal informing 
of critical, theoretical and contextual issues between past and present work.  
 
                                                        
2 Individual and joint papers: ‘Electro-acoustic Movies – Towards an Electroacoustic Cinema. Praxis as 
Research as evidenced through ‘Open Circuits’ and further works’ (Cope and Howle), 
Journal of Media Practice Symposium, University of Bristol, June 2007; Media Communication and 
Cultural Studies Association, Annual Conference, Cardiff University, January 2008; ‘Electroacoustic 
Movies and other films - a case study in media practice based research’ (Cope), Newcastle University, 
Culture Lab, Lunchbytes Seminar, October 2008; University of Sunderland, Media and Cultural Studies 
Research Seminar, April 2008; ‘Making Electroacoustic Movies’ (Cope and Howle), SEAMUS Annual 
Conference, Indiana USA, April 2009; ‘Making Electroacoustic Movies II’ (Howle), Seeing Sound, 
practice led international research symposium, Bath Spa University, September 2009; ‘Alternative and 
Experimental Filmmaking and the films of Nick Cope’ (Cope), Sichuan University Jinjiang College, 
Chengdu, China, August 2010; ‘Contextualising Electroacoustic Movies’ (Cope) Seeing Sound, 
practice led international research symposium, Bath Spa University, October 2011. 
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Fig. 1.1. Tim Howle, performing a live sound diffusion mix of Son et Lumières. 
 
What connects a fledgling post-punk film making practice through to Electroacoustic 
Movies in retrospect can be seen to be one of a visual music, cinesonic, audiovisual 
practice. In the photocopied ‘manifestoes’ accompanying my 1984 long form video 
391/View From Hear and preceding 391 fanzine publications I was already proposing 
an affective, expanded cinema of attraction and sensation,  
Overload your senses, there shall be 391 images on playback and only two 
eyes to see, there shall be 391 images on playback and only two ears to hear. 
Re-present the images as they are seen, confronting and confusing. A random 
image that lasts for a second on the retina and is gone [see: Illustrations 4 & 5; 
Appendix 4]. 
 
Anticipating and contributing to the Scratch movement to come; setting out an 
oppositional agenda, utilising deconstructive methodologies. Describing the work as 
‘a multimedia experiment’, which retrospectively, can be seen to inform not just the 
earliest practices, but work that followed later too; 
 
Video is a medium with more possibilities than the standard pop video 
suggests or exploits. 
 
391 is against the pop video that acts as a visual advertisement for throwaway 
popstars and their throwaway songs. 
 
391 is against the broadcasters use of television as a sedative and tool for 
perpetuation of conditioning. 
 
Sound and vision working together can produce an overall combination more 
powerful than either on their own. ”View From Hear” is a starting point of 
exploration of possibilities that sound and vision and their combination have 
[see: Illustration 4 & 5; Appendix 4]. 
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This final statement of intent setting an agenda that can be seen to follow through the 
body of work submitted here. Experimental exploration of the combination of sound 
and moving image beyond commercial production parameters, informed by notions of 
affective transsensory perception, of sonic and musical practices and perceptions 
informing visual practices, and of sound and image combinations constituting ‘a third 
communicative dimension’ (Williams, 2003, p.154) can be seen to constitute the key 
underlying theme throughout the three decades worth of work under consideration. 
 
All of the work has music as a key constituent element and looks to music for models 
and modes of organization and audio-visual articulation. As Rogers (2010, pp.62-63) 
observes, by elevating music to a rival narrational system to mainstream theatrical 
narrative filmmaking ‘a disintegration of established viewing hierarchies is initiated… 
liberating soundtrack from its redundant position as visual enhancement’. Such work 
‘diverges from the primacy of vision as the dominant perceptual sense: from the other 
side of representation, the images, with their reconfigured “dream-aura”, require a 
method of viewing more akin to listening than seeing’ (ibid, p.184). The exploration 
of the abstractions which occur when visual movement is dictated by the logic and 
temporality of music becomes a key theme to my work, and the subsequent operation 
of a ‘type of synaesthesia, whereby an input in one sensory mode excites an 
involuntary response in another, constructing meaning as the film progresses, rather 
than reproducing it’ (ibid, p.37).  
 
In the programme notes for Cinema for the Ear [Appendix 7] attention is drawn to my 
long term interest in ‘abstract cinema, non-narrative films and the potentials these and 
emerging new media have for creating a form of “painting with light”, and composing 
with images in time.’ Through the three decades of work under consideration, 
consistent exploration is investigated of; image, movement, colour, light, framing, 
composition within frame, at the time of filming, and in post-production; interacting 
in the edit process with sound and music whilst exploring montage, superimposition, 
cutting rhythms, multi-layering, looping, intercutting, mixing, re-mixing, effecting 
and affecting the image in post-production. Exploration and experimentation with the 
potentials and possibilities presented by constantly changing and developing media 
technologies has also been key. In exploring the ways that sound and image coalesce   19 
in flux, flow and change and exploring not just the significatory dimensions of film 
and video, but also the medium’s materiality, the work operates on levels of direct 
sensory affect also. 
The common conception of film as a binary construct composed of sound and 
image precludes engagement with the transsensory or intersensory experience 
of cinema. A number of filmmakers, yet surprisingly few theorists, have 
concerned themselves with the ways in which the senses of sight and sound 
combine, mix and sometimes blur in cinematic experience (Birtwistle, 2010, 
p.19). 
 
In retrospectively evaluating the core themes that bind together this body of work it is 
clear that practices that have come together under the discussions of ‘visual music’ 
and ‘multimedia visual art’ (Brougher & Matthis, 2005, McDonnell, 2007 & 2010), 
‘video music’ (Jean Piché, 2004), ‘musical visuality’, ‘audiovisuality’ (Williams, 
2003, pp.13, 99, 154, 195) and ‘cinesonic’ (Birtwistle, 2010) are at the heart of the 
work.  
 
Emerging notions of a ‘cinema of affect’ and a ‘cinema of sensation’ provide a key 
focus for understanding the core contexts in which my work operates and functions; 
both as single screen, monitor based work; and in the performative, multimedia, 
expanded cinematic live contexts in which it has been presented.  Williams (2003, 
p.129) argues that ‘a study of video expressivity must consider the arrangements of 
sounds as well as sights, of hearing as well as seeing’. Bringing a phenomenological 
based approach to dissecting and understanding music videos and aesthetic 
communication, Williams
3 establishes a notion of ‘musical visuality’, 
…while the sounds establish the depth of the viewing experience, the sounds 
and sights of the aural and visual presentation interpenetrate to create a third 
communicative dimension. The visuals articulate the depth of the music, and, 
at the same time, the music articulates the depth of the visuals. Both 
intellectual receptivity and pathic receptivity (i.e., affective and emotive 
experience) are informed musically and visually as the visuals dance the 
music. I am witness to a specific aesthetic, a musical visuality (ibid, p.154). 
 
                                                        
3 Williams makes grand claims for music video; ‘it presents a total intensity of sensual experience’, ‘a 
style that… attempts to grasp the Whole of sensual perception’, ‘music video makes concrete the 
contemporary “structure” of consciousness and world awareness – a consciousness not of perspective, 
but of the world in its “wild” being’ (ibid, p.204), concluding that; 
As literature provides a way to understand writing, and opera provides a way to understand 
singing, so the music video provides a way to better understand the cultural logics of 
videography (Williams, 2003, p.205). 
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The musical visuality is the interplay and interpenetration of sights and 
sounds, music and visuals in music videos, whereby sights dance to the sounds 
of music and sounds are manifest visually. It is an aural-visual aesthetic in 
which the synesthetic interpenetration of sight and sound, music and dance, 
have replaced illustration, description, narrative, and realism as the logos of 
video (ibid, p.172). 
 
Davies (2004, p.256) argues that ‘it is indisputable… that… cognitive and affective 
values… are among the things for which we value works of art, and the imaginative 
experiences elicited in receivers in their encounters with instances of works are crucial 
to the realization and appreciation of those values.’ The address of affect and 
embodied sensation is an area that critical and theoretical writing on audiovisual 
practice is beginning to engage. The notion of other levels on which film and video 
operate to affect the viewer, beyond logocentric, significatory, semantic and symbolic 
functions has been one that has received attention in the wake of Gilles Deleuze’s 
writings on cinema. 
 
Barbara. M. Kennedy forges connections between film studies and Deleuzian 
philosophy, enabling an analysis of the functioning and sensation of cinema viewing 
and experience beyond merely the analyses of pleasure and desire that have 
dominated film studies prior to this time. 
Art here functions as vibration, resonance, force: as sensation. A ‘pure being 
of sensation.’ In other words, the work of art functions as a machine, a 
machine which produces effects of vibration, resonance and movement… we 
can theorise the experience of the cinematic; we can think of the visual 
experience of the cinematic, not only as a representation of something with a 
‘meaning’, but also as an aesthetic assemblage, which moves, modulates and 
resonates with its audience or spectator through processes of molecularity. It 
connects. It works through affect, intensity and becoming – and ultimately 
through sensation, not necessarily through subjectivity, identity and 
representation (Kennedy, 2000, p114). 
 
 
Beugnet (2007) traces roots back to earlier avant-garde cinema including Vertov, 
Eisenstein, Bunuel and in particular quoting Artaud’s definition of the ideal film as ‘a 
film with purely visual sensations, the dramatic force of which springs from a shock 
on the eyes, drawn one might say, from the very substance of the eye’ (Artaud, 1928, 
p.21). The work of Laura. U. Marks, Vivian Sobchak and Steven Shaviro all address 
the affective, embodied experience of the viewer. Strand draws heavily on Vivian 
Sobchak’s phenomenology of film experience as well as Eisenstein and Chion, and   21 
Cytowic’s work on synaesthesia. Contending that ‘the music video produces an aural-
visuality in which sound can be cinesthetically expressed and perceived as image and 
the image perceived and expressed as sound’ (Strand, 2008, p.4) constructed ‘by the 
embodied sensory system of the viewing listener’ (ibid, p.83). Echoing Williams’ 
(2003) phenomenological approach to music video which emphasises the 
interpenetration of sound and image and the creation of a ‘third expressive domain’ 
where ‘sight becomes musical and what you listen to is visualized. Seeing, then, 
becomes a nonlogocentric experience, a sensuous (indeed, cross-sensual), tactile, 
sonorous, and visual activity’ (Williams, 2003, p.13). 
 
Specific exploration and engagement of these themes in my practice are addressed in 
Chapter 2, where the multilayered hybrid image layers of View From Hear (1983) and 
their flowing fusion with the soundtrack are addressed and analysed (p.58), along with 
the visual flow of edit styles in my Scratch work (p.64), the ‘synaesthetic articulation 
of sound and image’ in my 1990s practice (p.69), and the audiovisuality of 
Electroacoustic Movies (p.73). 
 
Birtwistle sees in Scratch video an exemplar practice of affective moving image,  
 
When scratch video switches on the material potential of a moving image or a 
recorded sound, it switches on not only the potential to create meaning, but 
also its affective potential. Releasing the latent kinaesthetic and synaesthetic 
power of its source material, scratch video follows the imperatives of music, 
disengaging with linguistic models of meaning in favour of an intensification 
of affect. (Birtwistle, 2010, p.265) 
 
 Birtwistle’s analyses of the audiovisual, cinesonic functioning of moving image 
works and his linking of Scratch practices with kinaesthetic, synaesthetic, affective 
moving image practices forms a particularly resonant context in which my own 
practice has functioned and operated, from its earliest pre-Scratch manifestations, 
through its engagement in the emergence of Scratch to live music/expanded cinematic 
practices in the 1990s and the more recent Electroacoustic Movies work. Birtwistle 
acknowledges the original and distinctive nature of such practice; 
…synaesthetic audiovisual experience presents a sublation of sound and 
image, in which binary relations, hierarchies and identities are liquefied, where 
no one milieu is sacrificed to another, but in which each milieu becomes 
permeable to the point of dissolution. This is registered by the audioviewer not 
just on an intellectual or cognitive level, but also by a sensorium and a body   22 
that is seized by the affective shocks of scratch. In this sense, the sensory and 
affective pleasure associated with scratch mark a radical break with the kind of 
logocentrism that came to dominate avant-garde film and video production in 
this period (ibid, p.271). 
 
Whilst the key themes of affect and sensation operating in an audiovisual/visual music 
practice are central in focusing on this reflection on my work, there are a number of 
further contexts that the work operates in, contributes to and is informed by. 
 
Des Bell (2006) gives a thorough overview of the academic debates around practice 
and research which have ensued over the past decade in British media higher 
education. Bell outlines and critiques a number of strategies taken, and proposes 
David Davies (2004) analysis of Art as Performance
4 as a useful model for addressing 
lens based work in this context; 
A programme for research into and through creative practice must be 
concerned not merely with an appreciation and evaluation of the ‘manifest 
work’ presented for exhibition, as aesthetic empiricism believes, nor with the 
codes and structures which film studies and other forms of critical study treat 
as their object of study, but with the art work as performance. To properly 
understand the manifest work we must treat it not as an objectified sign 
structure but as an embodied and historically situated performance. In 
particular, we must appreciate how an artist employing specific media and 
artistic means and conditioned by specific historical conditions gives form to a 
creative intention which may or may not be realised in the generative act of 
making the work. The primary focus of this creative intention on the part of 
the artist is the production of an art object. In the case of art practice concerned 
with research outcomes, the primary focus is understanding the generative 
performance of the art work. This, I would argue, is the appropriate knowledge 
object of creative practice research (Bell, 2006, p.98). 
 
Bell recognizes the challenge in establishing that creative practice ‘with its 
enthusiasms and confusions, expressivity and sheer immanence’ (ibid, p.85) can be 
delineated and given due intellectual recognition as specific academic research in the 
creative arts disciplines.  Drawing on Bell and Davies’ critique for locating the 
contexts of lens based media practices; the embodied and historically situated 
performance of production; the specific media and artistic means of the practice and 
the specific historical conditions that have given rise to its creative intentions in the 
generative act of making the work, all can be looked to in establishing a framework 
                                                        
4 See: Davies (2004); p.ix, p.146, p.101. 
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for the objects of knowledge that my practice contributes to. These histories and 
contexts themselves constitute an arena in which the work itself can be seen to 
contribute new knowledge to, and through which the originality of the work can be 
evaluated. 
 
The historical and cultural conditions arising through the post punk milieu and 
political and cultural contexts of the late 1970s and early 1980s form the backdrop to 
the generation and performance of my practice. Practically the work has explored and 
experimented with the application of changing and emerging media technologies. The 
work is informed by and challenges codes and structures arising through film and 
video art histories and the epistemologies that have emerged, and are emerging; 
specifically offering new insights into the history of Scratch video. These contexts 
also pertain to expanded cinematic practices, music video and more recent analyses of 
visual music and audiovisual practices that can be seen to engage in a ‘synaesthetic 
interplay and communicative interpenetration of music with vision’ (Williams, 2003, 
p.13). Recent recognition of an inadequacy in film studies’ significatory and 
logocentric perspectives in addressing embodied, affective and sensation based 
experience of audiovisual practice is also of significance. Throughout these analyses a 
number of commentators, who attempt to redress this imbalance, have recognized a 
bias towards the visual at the expense of addressing the role and importance of the 
sonic and the aural in audiovisual criticism. Holly Rogers noting that, 
Although film theory has experienced a surge of interest in avant-garde 
cinema, those writing critically on the subject – Michael O’Pray and Scott 
McDonald among others – make little or no critical reference to the music in 
their discussions: an omission similar to that of Hollywood film theory. And 
yet, while musicologists have recently addressed the absence in mainstream 
cinema, discussion of avant-garde film remains almost entirely image based 
(Rogers, 2010, p.43). 
 
Significantly too, A. L. Rees only now acknowledges (in the recently updated final 
two pages of the 2011, second edition, of his work) the ‘neglected aspect of film and 
video art – its relation to sound and visual music’ (Rees, 2011b, p.142). Notably, 
Naumann (2010b, p.6) has observed that ‘ the current state of research shows that in 
the realm of the audio-visual, practice is substantially more advanced than theory.’ 
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Many of the key texts on British video art document the challenges in mapping a 
history of a medium whose very basis has been a succession of emerging and quickly 
obsolescent formats, and diverse practices exploring both the medium and an 
engagement with medium specific, moving image and fine art contexts. Dependant on 
documentation of events, screenings, installations and performances, this history can 
only be pieced together from the fragments of documentation that survive or from 
texts written by practitioners, curators and reviewers where these exist. The lack of 
research and critical and contextual writing on early video art has become an issue 
noted in texts that have emerged during the past couple of decades
5. The fragility and 
degeneration of actual works before they are accounted for in historical archives and 
research, the invisibility of historic performances and screenings in time, and the 
necessity to collect, preserve and record these histories and practices before they are 
lost has been acknowledged in recent years by projects such as the University of 
Dundee based, AHRC funded Rewind: Artists’ Video in the 70s and 80s, and the 
Central Saint Martins College of Arts and Design based British Artists’ Film and 
Video Study Collection. 
 
Whilst more has been written about and by the predominantly London based artists, 
commissioners, critics and historians documenting the earliest video art practices 
arising out of the medium’s arrival in the UK in the late 1960s and 1970s, the 1980s 
would see major developments and advances in the capability, affordability and 
accessibility of the technologies of production, screening and distribution. Video and 
its attendant technologies traversed an analogue to digital basis and new generations 
of artists, practitioners and communities were able to access, utilize and explore 
developing media. Facilitating a wider and broader practitioner base, beyond practices 
existing in the capital and the various organizations who had established creative 
moving image production, screening, documentation and discussion in emergent 
networks such as the London Film makers Co-op, London Video Arts, and the 
predominantly London based (Arts Council) funded, gallery situated shows during the 
1960s and 1970s. Very London centric, and narrowly determined parameters of video 
                                                        
5 See Knight (1996, p.1-19), Hayward (1996), Cubitt (1991, 1993), Rogers (2010). See also Rewind 
project - http://www.rewind.ac.uk/rewind/index.php/Welcome 
and British Artists’ Film and Video Study Collection - http://www.studycollection.co.uk/   25 
art have meant that some practices could slip below the radar of historic and critical 
record. 
 
Chapter Two seeks to evidence the specific history of my practice, drawing together 
existing documentation, and locating the working practices in relation to the social, 
political, technological and cultural contexts informing it. Thereby bringing new light 
to bear on the practice and to the contexts informing and informed by it. 
 
New Waves 
 
Integral in shaping the form and content of my political perspectives and that of my 
practice was the oppositional, engaged cultural environment taking shape around me 
in the UK during my late teenage years, 1978-82. Video artist Jez Welsh, writing in 
Undercut
6 the UK magazine/journal dedicated to artists’ film and video in the summer 
of 1984, recognized a ‘populist tendency’ arising in British art that was challenging 
existing formalist notions of the avant-garde, coming about through the ‘violent 
energy of new-wave culture’ penetrating every level of creative activity in Britain. 
Attendant ideas taking root in the art schools and in the minds of young artists ‘trying 
to define a context for their own activities’, as affordable colour video technologies, 
video games, home computers and home recording technologies were becoming 
commonplace.  
Within art schools… the reaction against all the avant-garde strategies of the 
1970s, created an opportunity for video to come into its own. Video… 
provided a language that was rapidly becoming universally regarded as the 
authentic expression of the media-dense times, and it provided a direct point of 
access to the whole field of popular culture. A new generation of video artists 
emerged at the beginning of the 1980s. With scant regard for the process-
oriented video of the 1970s, they set about their task of synthesizing; anything 
could be incorporated, television commercials, soap opera, pop music, 
literature, art history, fashion, performance, dance, computer graphics, video 
games (Welsh, 1984, p.270). 
 
Welsh observes a grass roots, mushrooming, video production subculture ‘analogous 
to the opening up of musical production initiated by the new wave phenomenon in the 
late 1970s.’ Recognising an inherently anti-consumerist trend of ‘guerilla activity’, of 
                                                        
6 Issue12, Summer 1984. Undercut was founded in 1981 through the London Film-makers’ Co-op. 
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D.I.Y multimedia extravaganzas where an exchange of ideas was integral to an 
engagement with its audience
7. Concluding that ‘a living oppositional culture will at 
least provide a spur to creative experiment and radical intervention which are difficult 
if not impossible within the dominant form’.  
 
As one of this ‘new generation’, my own involvement and engagement with the 
radical networks and subcultures emerging is mapped in Chapter 2, and the creative 
activities and collaborations arising from an immersion in these environments. 
Activities significantly influenced by, drawing on and contributing to the contexts of 
this highly charged time. 
 
The post-punk era of 1978-84, ‘severely neglected by historians’, is recognized by 
Simon Reynolds (2005, pp. xvii-xxx) as the moment that ‘the most provocative 
repercussions of punk’s broader cultural influence hit’. Seeing the late 1970s punk 
new wave as a chance to break with tradition, a ‘vanguard that came to be known as 
post-punk’ was dedicated to ‘fulfilling punk’s uncompleted musical revolution’ by 
exploring new sonic possibilities ‘through their embrace of electronics, noise, 
reggae’s dub techniques, disco production, jazz and the classical avant-garde.’ 
The concept of do-it-yourself proliferated like a virus, spawning a pandemic of 
samizdat culture – bands releasing their own records, local promoters 
organizing gigs, musician’s collectives creating spaces where bands could 
play, small magazines and fanzines taking on the role of an alternative media 
(ibid, p. xxvi). 
 
With many of those involved having an art-school background, informing a 
‘systematic ransacking of twentieth-century modernist art and literature’, Reynolds 
observes the post-punks setting forth in the belief that ‘radical content demands 
radical form’. These radical forms would not just be in terms of music, but also 
graphic design, fashion, video production, politics as well as an attempt to try and 
                                                        
7 Through a network of alternative venues ranging from small galleries to clubs, cafes and 
discos, to community based arts centres and video workshops and to private homes, a more 
critical media consciousness may develop, based not on the assumption that acceptance into 
the mainstream of media culture will automatically open up new horizons, but on the 
assumption that the media mainstream is not the only alternative. And the most vital element 
of this tendency is the fact that it operates on the principle of engagement and involvement 
rather than of exclusion… populism in this sense does not simply mean an espousal of the 
style or imagery of dominant popular/cultural trends; it allows an engagement with issues of 
mass concern; sexual politics; the nuclear arms race; race relations; community politics 
(Welsh, in Danino and Maziere, 2002, p.271). 
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build an alternative culture ‘with its own infrastructure of labels, distribution and 
record stores.’ Newly formed, pioneering small record labels, such as Rough Trade 
and Mute in London and Factory Records in Manchester, collaborated with 
independent local regional record stores to create ‘The Cartel’ for the distribution and 
sales of their own product independently of the major record labels who had been so 
dominant of the music industry during the previous decade(s). Significantly Reynolds 
notes that it was ‘Manchester and Sheffield, both declining industrial cities in the 
North of England’ that ‘formed the bleak heartland of British post-punk’ (ibid, p. 
xxiv). 
 
Amongst the radical forms emerging in the shadow of punk was the very experimental 
sub genre that would come to be labelled industrial music. 
Like punk, industrial music was suspicious of musicality, but its hatred of 
contemporary art and society went deeper, its critique harsher as a result. Like 
Dada it offers an anti aesthetic, using the tools of art to undo art. Unlike punk, 
the answer was not change, but awareness of the fetid state of capitalist 
society… groups like Throbbing Gristle and Cabaret Voltaire consciously 
adopted the thought-form of the experiment, testing their strategies on those 
attending events, and also on listening, where records are concerned. The 
music aimed to be both primal and at the cutting edge of contemporary culture. 
This combination would allow a hyperrationalist critique of rationalist society 
(in the same vein as key inspirations William Burroughs and J.G.Ballard) 
(Hegarty, 2010, p.105). 
 
A punk /D.I.Y sensibility for multimedia production was fostered by the axis of 
groups coalescing around Throbbing Gristle’s Industrial Records label which included 
Clock DVA and Cabaret Voltaire from Sheffield, as well as the more percussive and 
funk driven 23 Skidoo
8. In listing five defining ideas of industrial music
9 Jon Savage 
draws attention to an engagement with and critique of media as a key area of interest; 
… The use of films and videos, simultaneous to musical performance… is 
perhaps most relevant, as television becomes a far more powerful agent of 
control than popular music. Both Cabaret Voltaire and Psychic TV [the follow 
up project to Throbbing Gristle formed by band members Genesis P-Orridge 
and Peter Christopherson on TG’s demise in 1981], to name a couple, are 
producing their own television, and will concentrate upon this area more and 
more… The apocalyptic feelings of 1977 and 1978 have burned out: what has 
                                                        
8 See: Bohn (1982), Vale (1982, 1983), P-Orridge (2002), Daniel (2008), Reynolds (2005, p.154) and 
Fish & Hallberry (1985, p.12). 
  
9 Organisational autonomy, access to information, use of synthesisers and anti-music, shock tactics and 
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replaced them is a grimmer determination to translate that desperation into 
positive action, in our slide to the depths of decline. The context has shifted: 
pop is no longer important; temporarily, television is. It is there that the next 
round in the Information War is being fought (Savage; in Vale, 1983, p.5). 
 
The affective experience of seeing Cabaret Voltaire’s live multimedia performances is 
evoked by Fish and Halberry, a deconstructive/reconstructive hybrid practice that 
utilized both video and Super 8 material;  
The audience is assaulted with a barrage of rhythm and image interspersed 
with taped voices and cut-ups. The group lurk in the dark, punctuated by 
strobe light. The random selection of images, the power of the rhythm and the 
coaxing ambiguity of the lyric, all thrown at you leaving you to make the 
connections. Does the importance of juxtaposition become apparent to the 
onlooker? 
There is a total lack of contrivance about the films, nothing is actually 
designed to go with anything else. There is also an unashamed peddling of 
holiday home movies, plus grainy films of the group on derelict sites and often 
in what looks like disused public toilets. Cut-ups of the group riding around 
their beloved Sheffield in Taxis. Images are recycled, re-shown, re-arranged 
again and again. A bizarre form of video documentation, the desperation of 
accelerating technology, the red lights of neon cities. The rioter’s petrol 
bombs, the images of Nazi power, military devastation and humiliation, all cut 
from news bulletins into re-arranged documentaries (Fish and Halberry, 1985, 
p.75). 
 
The prevalence and exploration of multimedia would lead Reynolds to connect this 
post-punk performative engagement with its antecedents in the 1960s blossoming of 
psychedelic lightshows and expanded cinema which accompanied and enhanced the 
live performances of artists such as The Grateful Dead, the Velvet Underground and 
Pink Floyd; 
Late seventies industrial music was the second flowering of an authentic 
psychedelia… industrial music shared many things with psychedelia. The 
impulse to blow minds through multimedia sensory overload: almost every 
industrial band featured back-projected cut-up movies and extreme lighting 
redolent of 1960s happenings and acid tests. And an obsession with sonic 
treatments and extreme effects: psychedelia and industrial both abandoned the 
rock model of ‘naturalistic’ recording in favour of heavy processing, tape 
loops and electronic noise. The big difference (and what makes industrial an 
‘authentic’ psychedelia rather than a mere revival) is that industrial replaces 
kissing the sky with staring into the cosmic abyss. Industrial is psychedelia 
inverted (Reynolds, 2005, p.224). 
 
 
Cabaret Voltaire, in collaboration with Paul Smith, set up their own ‘communication 
company’ Doublevision in May 1982 as a vehicle for releasing ‘affordable music   29 
based video (video releases were generally between £40 and £70 back then)’
10. Their 
initial VHS release was the 85-minute Doublevision Present Cabaret Voltaire, ‘one of 
the first independent long form music videos ever made’ (ibid). Cabaret Voltaire 
would also be featured in Factory Record’s first video releases – the Belgium based A 
Factory Complication in 1981 and the British release A Factory Video in August 
1982
11. 
 
John Bentham, founder of the Jettisoundz video label, instigated in 1982 to film and 
distribute videos of punk bands, would note regarding these early forays into video 
distribution that, 
…at this time there were virtually no music video labels, with the majors 
reported as saying it could not be profitable. Along with Factory’s ‘Ikon’ and 
Paul Smith’s ‘Doublevision’ we were proving them wrong and setting the pace 
(Knight, 2007, p27). 
 
Welsh and Reynolds acknowledgement of the influence of art schools on the post 
punk and new wave culture echo Frith and Horne’s (1987) tracking of the close 
connections between British popular music culture and the art colleges from the 1950s 
to the 1980s. Equally significant in the 1980s would be the influence of the art 
colleges on video practice
12. Sheffield City Polytechnic's Psalter Lane Art College was 
one of a small number of pioneering institutions that had been facilitating students to 
work with 16mm film since the 1960s and subsequently video. There would be a very 
close relationship between Psalter Lane and the shape and form that Sheffield’s punk 
and post punk music scene would take. Martin Lilleker (2005, pp.28-36) records that 
during the punk explosion, Sheffield had followed a particularly idiosyncratic course, 
where the ethos of DIY was melded with a thirst for originality and exploration of 
technologies, and an individual take on the ethos and meaning of punk rather than a 
blind following of metropolitan mores and practices from London
13. It would be into 
                                                        
10 sleevenotes to Doublevision Present Cabaret Voltaire, 2004 Mute Records, DVD re-release of the 
original 1982 VHS. 
 
11 See: Nice, 2010, pp.192-93. 
 
12 See: Elwes (2005, p.117) and Curtis (2007, p.24)  
13 Cabaret Voltaire’s Stephen Mallinder would observe that, 
Sheffield’s punk scene was visible and varied, but interestingly many were quick to adopt 
more electronic modes of expression, early manifestations of bands such as the Human League 
and Clockdva articulating their nonconformity through modernist forms. With a drum   30 
this vibrant and charged culture that the author would move to take up a place on the 
Communication Arts programme at Psalter Lane in September 1983. 
 
Scratch Video 
 
Shortly after the 1981 riots in Brixton, South London, founders of the legendary 
London based punk rock venue the Roxy Club, Andrew Czezowski and Susan 
Carrington opened their new club, The Fridge, located in a small club above the 
Iceland frozen food store in Brixton Road, “with a radical décor that included beat-up 
fridges, a pyramid of broken TVs showing John Maybury videos and (fake) dead cats 
hanging from its ceiling”
14. The installation of 25 old television sets stacked up and 
chained together around the dance floor, was created by London-based French artist 
Bruno de Florence. As well as creating the ‘The Video Lounge’, twice a week de 
Florence ran the space, screening his own work and that of fellow video artists. With 
potentially several sources of video being sent to and split across the 25 monitors, by 
1984 de Florence was pioneering the creation of what came to be known as Scratch 
Video, in ’the first regular venue for video in a nightclub’
15.  
At its best for about seven months, various makers would turn up with their 
latest work and sit around while a sizeable crowd – who’d probably never even 
heard of independent videos – watched their handiwork on banks of old DER 
monitors, some upside down, some even, artistically of course (what else?), on 
the blink. (Barber, 1990, p.114) 
 
De Florence’s evenings drew together an eclectic mix of young video makers. Their 
influences, practices and engagement with technologies divergent from the 
structuralist and formalist concerns of much video art and experimental film practice 
dominant in the UK during the previous fifteen years, marking ‘a “new” artistic and 
epistemological space, sidestepping the creative embargo set up by structural film’ 
                                                        
machine, sequencer or super-8 projector, frequently cheaper or more available than a guitar 
amp or drum kit, access and affordability gave modernity an ironic appeal... The political and 
economic reality nevertheless shaped social interaction and expression. Very few musicians 
were immune to an awareness of their position within the local and national polemic, most 
were actively involved through fundraisers and benefit shows and records. The dismantling of 
the steel industry and subsequent miners strike provided daily reminders of the direct effects 
of government policy, punctuated by didactic speeches that warned of ‘the enemy within’ 
(Mallinder, 2011, p.94). 
 
14 http://www.fridge.co.uk/ [accessed April, 2010]. See also; http://www.deflorence.com/?p=283; De 
Florence would later go on in 1987 to set up and run London’s first and only Pirate TV Station Network 
21. 
15 http://www.luxonline.org.uk/history/1980-1989.html   31 
(Birtwistle, 2010, p.271). Screening work myself at the Fridge at this time, having 
encountered flyers for de Florence’s nights whilst looking for distribution outlets for 
View From Hear (see Chapter 2, pp.56-65), I became a contributor to and participant 
in the nascent Scratch canon.  
 
The ready availability of VHS domestic video recorders introduced into Britain in 
1978 were becoming more affordable, technically sophisticated and widespread by the 
early 1980s (Armes, 1988, p.84), and facilitated the easy and cheap recording of off-
air broadcast television footage. Re-editing and recontextualising this footage was the 
modus operandi of Scratch, sometimes using image processors to affect the colour, 
texture, size, shape and montage; often, as Rees notes ‘to create parody’, with 
‘Reagan, Thatcher and the “military industrial complex” as main targets’. Scratch 
video was ‘politically astute and sharply cut (often to rock soundtracks)’ (Rees, 1999, 
p.96). The radical implications of these new technologies recognized by Birtwistle, 
For the first time ever, the sounds and images of broadcast television became 
permanently available to almost anyone who wanted to record them. This not 
only provided scratch artists with the material content of their work, but also 
signaled a change in the relationship between the producers and consumers of 
television. In short, the VCR prompted and supported a culture of audiovisual 
appropriation that found its most immediate manifestation in scratch 
(Birtwistle, 2010, p.244-245). 
 
Scratch video artist George Barber credits journalist Pat Sweeney with coining the 
term Scratch Video in 1984 (Barber, 1990, p.116), ‘comparing it to New York’s Hip 
Hop scene’, which by 1982 was well established and making in roads into UK club 
and music culture
16. Significantly, new edit suite hardware that could facilitate video 
editing accuracy to within 1/5 of a second or more was becoming cheaper, easier to 
use and more accessible, in particular via community video workshops and art 
colleges. ‘Editing was central to Scratch…The first wave of ‘decent’ technology did 
indeed help delineate an aesthetic and make achievable the first truly edit based video 
form’ (Barber, 1990, p.115). 
 
Writer and journalist, Andy Lipman, would publicise Scratch Video for the first time 
in his cover article ‘Scratch and Run’ for London listings magazine City Limits in 
                                                        
16 See: Toop (1991; p.134, p.184).   32 
October 1984, having made it his business as editor of the magazine’s weekly video 
column to get to know all the artists involved in screening work at The Fridge. 
Hip-hop video, image break-dancing: television does a body pop. Broadcast 
TV is scoured for arresting images and fed into video editing systems like 
shredding machines. The fusion of funk rhythms and visuals on collision 
course crumble original context. Reassurance and sweet reason, television's 
facade disintegrate before your bombarded eyes ... Video scratching is an 
interactive response to the one-way arrogance of broadcast television.  
 
…If television is our shop window on the world, scratch has just chucked a 
brick through it and is busy looting 30 years of goodies, with abandon 
(Lipman, 1984, pp.18-19). 
 
Lipman would go on to list a diverse collection of individuals and groups working 
with video, drawing reference to underlying themes of political oppositional practices, 
strategies of questioning and subverting broadcast television, and an alliance of 
alternative music and ‘industrial music’ practices and practitioners, video artists, arts 
organisations and pop cultural remixing. Specifically naming work by Nocturnal 
Emissions, Duvet Brothers, Kim Flitcroft and Sandra Goldbacher, Paul Maben/Protein 
Video, George Barber, Derek Jarman, Cerith Wynn Evans, Richard Heslop, The Anti 
Group, Psychic TV/Genesis P-Orridge, Doublevision and IKON, Clive Gillman, 
Graham Young, Steve Hawley, Jez Welsh and Nick Cope/391. 
 
Whilst the earliest screenings of Scratch were outside of any gallery contexts, Lipman 
and De Florence would curate the first gallery screening of this work, Scratch 
Television: Watch This Space, at the Institute of Contemporary Arts, London, in 
December1984. Soon followed by the recently formed Arts Council funded Film and 
Video Umbrella’s second touring programme – Subverting Television curated by 
Mark Wilcox and Michael O’Pray, and a further programme of Scratch works curated 
by O’Pray and Tina Keane in the 1985 show at the Tate Gallery, London,  ‘The New 
Pluralism: British Film and Video 1980-85’. With George Barber compiling for 
independent distribution a two-volume collection The Greatest Hits of Scratch Video 
on VHS, a canon of Scratch video works was emerging [see: Appendix 3, 16 & 17]. 
The Duvet Brothers would tour their Live Multiscreen Scratch multi-monitor show 
nationally and internationally for three years between 1984 and 1987
17, but Scratch 
was very much a short lived phenomenon, with most of the key artists moving on to 
                                                        
17 see http://www.duvetbrothers.com/multi.htm    33 
other work and projects, and no further significant screenings following the Film and 
Video Umbrella tour of 1985, until 2008. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.2 Scratch Television, ICA screening programme, 1984; featuring Nick 
Cope/391: Amen (Survive the Coming Hard Times). 
 
In the programme notes for the retrospective ‘Scratch Video’ screening at Dundee 
Contemporary Arts in April 2008, the curators wrote of Scratch video being ‘generally 
forgotten about in contemporary culture’. Noting the contemporary relevance of 
themes in the Scratch work selected, and the pioneering use of sampled music and 
sound in conjunction with video sampling and mixing, which would lead into the 
 ‘dance music generation of the early 1990s’
18. 
 
Other than Andy Lipman and Michael O’Pray’s championing of Scratch, initial 
critical reaction appearing in the specialist magazines Independent Video and 
Undercut was partisan, harsh and damning. Tending to concentrate on the swift 
recuperation of Scratch techniques by broadcasters and a dismissal of Scratch’s 
                                                        
18 http://www.rewind.ac.uk/rewind/index.php/Exhibitions    34 
engagement with the new technologies of post-production as empty techno wizardry. 
Lipman responded that this criticism, 
…misses the point about the practice of scratch, regardless of the end product, 
which anticipates the inter-active era of electronic networks, where the 
combination of video and computer promises to allow the exchange and re-
processing of information, into new visions to suit individual taste. Unlike the 
one-way system of current broadcast media, there could be a network 
resembling the telephone system, where calls, or programmes, or computer 
software could both be made and received by each individual. Such 
developments raise fundamental questions about the status of the ‘artist’ and 
art objects. Scratch takes the broadcast media as its paintbox, the video 
recorder as its palette, and the TV screen as its canvas (Lipman, 1985a, p.10). 
 
Anticipating Internet developments to come and the explosion in creative possibilities 
forged by emergent, convergent, digital media as well as sampling and remix 
technologies and practices. Lipman highlighted the fundamental issues surrounding 
the ‘pirated’ use of imagery and ‘the inherent challenge to copyright law’ that Scratch 
raised, and which Scratch artist Jon Dovey would later give a personal account of in 
‘Copyright as Censorship’ (Dovey, 1986), anticipating again important debates that 
would develop around sampling technologies/plunderphonics/online mash-up culture 
and file sharing
19.  
 
Subsequently, over the next twenty-five years a small but steadily increasing number 
of texts have addressed the impact of Scratch amidst an ongoing re-evaluation of its 
impact and importance with the benefit of historical distance and growing critical 
context. 
 
Some commentators have found the close relationship between the source material 
Scratch artists were drawing on, and a concurrent critique of media through that same 
material problematic (Elwes, 2005, p.115) and most note that broadcast television was 
quick to appropriate and recuperate the visual styles of Scratch, albeit loosened of the 
political bite and agitational attack. Whilst this appropriation is often written of as a 
flaw and weakness of Scratch, it also evidences the powerful impact that such a small 
and short-lived video art genre was to have on the look and style of mainstream 
media. 
 
                                                        
19 See: Mason (2008); and Gold, Eno, Oswald, Cutler and Eshun in Section 3 – ‘Music in the Age of 
Electronic Reproduction’ in Cox, C. and Warner, D. (2007).   35 
Rees (1999, pp.106-7) makes evident the connections between this generation of 
filmmakers and their roots in the ‘punk-era revision of the underground’ through the 
encounters of Ken Russell, Kenneth Anger, Derek Jarman, Genesis P-Orridge of 
Throbbing Gristle and William Burroughs. Resulting in a fusing of Jarman and P-
Orridge ‘tendencies’ with younger filmmakers ‘drawn to their world of free play, 
extremist imagery and a hallucinatory “dream-machine” cinema’; a “new punk 
underground”, who lead a ‘rebellion against the structural avant-garde which preceded 
it as a distinct aesthetic direction’ (ibid, p.86). Mapping connections too between the 
scratch artists, low budget promo practices which explored new forms of hybrid 
editing ‘moving from film to video and back again’, and ‘the largely 8mm film-
makers in the “New Romantics” camp’. 
 
The location for the initial screenings of Scratch work is significant and points to an 
overseen aspect of Scratch, that many of the works produced are visual music 
compositions, designed to be screened in nightclub venues, as much as on a TV 
monitor, and to be listened to as much as seen. Philip Hayward picks up on this 
aspect,  
Although the majority of scratch video pieces produced during 1984/85 were 
not specifically made as record promos, the majority were set to contemporary 
music, most often the style of American dance music known as Hip Hop, and 
were usually three to four minutes duration (standard music video length). 
Drawing on the ‘impact aesthetics’ of the music video form, these video 
collage pieces were initially screened at fashionable nightclub venues before a 
number of them were made commercially available on video compilation 
cassettes. From the beginning, individual scratch tracks and the two highly 
influential compilations… were packaged and promoted akin to music 
products, or music video compilations, rather than as either video art or 
independent film releases (Hayward, 1990a, p.134-5). 
 
George Barber notes that ‘Nightclubs… helped ground an aesthetic for both the New 
Romantics and Scratch – one of “visual pleasure”… Scratch looked its best in 
nightclubs rather than screenings, clubs were its spiritual home’ (Barber, 1990, 
p.114)
20. Elaborating on the edit suite technology developments that facilitated Scratch 
                                                        
20 An important aspect picked up by Birtwistle too; 
Its true home was in the club environment rather than the gallery or the cinema. The club 
experience itself can be thought of as a form of sensory blending, a fusion of sound and image 
and bodily movement. And in some ways it is this form of transsensoriality to which scratch 
video aspires in its synaesthetic articulation of sound and image; scratch is a mode of 
articulation that places emphasis on blending and folding rather than isolation and specificity.   36 
aesthetics, Barber makes mention not only of cutting and mixing images using a 
music track as a guide (ibid, p.115), but also of the importance of the invention of the 
music computer/sampler at this time in parallel with the cross fertilization of ideas, 
quoting across cultures and cultural forms
21.  
In one of the most recent reappraisals of Scratch, Andy Birtwistle recognises a 
profound and radical exemplar in innovative sound and image compositional practice, 
and an equally radical challenge to its critics, 
…While scratch represents a highly productive encounter between music and 
the audiovisual, that in some senses realizes earlier radical visions of both an 
art of organized sound and an art of visual music, the musical dimensions of 
scratch proved problematic for those trying to situate its audiovisuality within 
existing political frames of reference. Central to its politically problematic 
status was the issue of how sensation and affect might be situated within 
radical modes of audiovisual practice. Scratch is intimately linked with music, 
which not only forms one of its key constituent elements, but also provides the 
primary formal model for its mode of articulation (Birtwistle, 2010, p.241). 
Birtwistle places Scratch in new and emerging contexts of affective cinema and 
audiovisuality, what he defines as cinesonics. Maintaining that Scratch was pioneering 
forms of audiovisual practice ahead of critical discourse, 
The critical difficulties faced by avant-garde film and video in its attempt to 
territorialize scratch mark the point at which established conceptual models 
reveal their own deficiencies and biases, in terms of the way in which they 
conceptualise the cinesonic, and the cinesonic experience. What we see and 
hear in the case of scratch is the point at which the dominant modernist 
                                                        
Little wonder, then, that scratch got the reception it did in the 1980s, a period in which British 
avant-garde film and video practice was dominated by a visually oriented critical culture 
founded on modernist notions of specificity (Birtwistle, 2010, p.265). 
 
21 In forms such as Pop, Fashion, Sculpture, Architecture and Cultural Studies, themes and 
emphases cross fertilized and video embraced these developments. Again a convergence of 
technology appeared perfect for this task… In practice it became possible to musically repeat 
stolen voices and small phrases of dialogue, quoting in an exciting and rhythmical way. Sound 
bytes or noises could be stored on disk and a music track. Thus, after the sound was perfected, 
the pictures could be synched in place (Barber, 1990, p.116). 
 
Barber is clear about a certain way of working that was intrinsic to the Scratch aesthetic, significantly 
citing the musical term ‘jamming’, 
 
I… would cite Scratch as a prime example of where available technology was made the most 
of, where people just got on the machines and ‘did things’. They jammed, winged it and made 
it up as they went along. It would take a philistine to say it was ‘just effects’ pure and simple. 
One only has to look at broadcast television to see its legacy… the grammar of editing and 
visual language have irredeemably changed, copying over the excitement of the Scratch scene 
(ibid, p.123). 
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formulations of sound-image relations are challenged by other radical 
conceptual models of the cinesonic (ibid, p.248). 
 
What we see in this moment is the emergence of an affective or sensory turn, 
arising before the vocabulary was in place to deal with it. For the critics of the 
time, scratch simply did not make sense; they were unable to situate the 
affective and sensational dimensions of the form’s audiovisuality within 
existing critical and theoretical frameworks. All the critics of scratch could see 
were insufficiencies, and it has taken more than two decades for this moment 
to be affirmed as a radical departure from the critical and creative agenda set 
in motion by the linguistic turn of structuralism (ibid, p.272). 
Rees in 2007 would acknowledge that the ‘short-lived but very effective’ movement, 
‘was also the most explicitly political video art in ten years’; and Sean Cubitt (2009) 
in a webcast at the 2010 retrospective installation Scratch Video, at Glasgow’s Street 
Level Gallery, in March, 2009 would declare that ‘video and video art became for that 
brief period the one true British Avant-Garde of the twentieth century.’
22 
 
Video + Music 
 
 
The encounter of music and moving image can be seen to fall into three categories of 
practice. Firstly, sound and music as soundtrack in film and television production – 
where the soundtrack is subservient to and supportive of the visual narrative, and 
usually produced following the development and production of the visual content and 
narrative. Secondly, as music video/pop promo, in which the image is at the service of 
the soundtrack and is a construct which arises following the initial audio composition, 
and often being ‘intimately tied up with advertising’ (Austerlitz, 2007, p.9) in its role 
as promotional device, with screening and distribution outlets via commercial 
broadcast and satellite channels. Thirdly, there is an area of moving image and music 
practice which stands outside of the above two overarching contexts, where the 
subservience of the one aspect to the other is replaced by a commensurate engagement 
and exploration. Practices addressed in the discussions of ‘visual music’ and 
‘multimedia visual art’ (Brougher & Matthis, 2005; McDonnell, 2007, 2010), ‘video 
music’ (Jean Piché, 2004), ‘musical visuality’, ‘audiovisuality’ (Williams, 2003, 
pp.13, 99, 154, 195) and ‘cinesonic’ (Birtwistle, 2010). As noted earlier, it is this third 
                                                        
22 See: http://www.streetlevelphotoworks.org/streetlevel/archive/2009/scratch-video/scratch-video.html.  
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category that is a key theme in my own practice, and to which my practice can be seen 
to be a significant exemplar of. 
 
Visualising Music 
 
We find that music is not limited to the world of sound; there also exists a 
music of the visual world. (Oskar Fischinger, 1951, p.187)  
 
A visual music piece uses a visual art medium in a way that is more analogous 
to that of music composition or performance. Visual elements (via craft, 
artistic intention, mechanical means or software) are composed and presented 
with aesthetic strategies and procedures similar to those employed in the 
composing or performance of music (Maura McDonnell, 2007). 
 
Film-maker and academic Maura McDonnell gives a thorough account of the 
emergence and varied practices which have come to be labeled ‘visual music’, 
locating much of this recent activity under the broad area of sonic arts. 
 
The analysis and discourse set in motion through the encounter of music and moving 
image and the multifarious ways that composers and filmmakers can engage in 
exploring this encounter is one that is only just beginning to emerge through the 
critical texts arising in ‘territorial skirmishes between university disciplines’ 
(Dickinson, 2007, p.13) as this media hybrid comes to the attention of a space which 
overlaps various scholarly domains. 
 
Music compositional approaches and practices can be looked to for alternative models 
to moving image theatrical and literary, time based, narrative structures. The ‘clear 
and crucial relationship between the development of experimental and electronic 
music and video art’ is tracked by Meigh-Andrews (2006, p.99), acknowledging ‘the 
fundamental relationship between the audio and video signals and the methods of 
manipulating and transforming them’. Meigh-Andrews notes that, 
This relationship links both the development and exploration of the related 
technologies and points the way to an understanding of the nature of the 
potential of video as a fluid and malleable art form that parallels music in its 
scope and power (Meigh-Andrews, 2006, p.99). 
 
Donebauer equates the conditions of music and video; live production of organized 
sound and image has the capacity to affect without mediation through verbal or   39 
conceptual structures, ‘Video is the visual equivalent of music’ (ibid, p.143). Bill 
Viola recognizes the close affinity between the video camera and the microphone  - 
using the camera as a recording device for material to be worked with later in post-
production. 
The video camera, as an electronic transducer of physical energy into electrical 
impulses, bears a closer relation to the microphone than to the film camera 
(Viola, 1995, p.62). 
 
I began to use my camera as a kind of visual microphone (Syring, 1995, 
p.100). 
 
 
Robert Cahen, who originally studied electroacoustic music composition at GRM in 
Paris with Pierre Schaeffer, the pioneer of musique concrète, recognises that video can 
be characterized by the manipulation of imagery after recording, as electronic 
composers manipulate natural sound recordings in the music studio, ‘The construction 
of a video tape is done above all from basic material that is modified to express what 
the artist wants to say. It’s an approach similar to the one used in musique concrète’ 
(Meigh-Andrews, 2006, p.88). 
 
Sound recording and music technologies have been ahead of video recording 
technologies in their development, accessibility and sophistication in manipulating the 
recorded signal both during the development of magnetic tape formats and the 
emergence of digital technologies, traversing the move from analogue to purely 
digitally recorded information. Establishing precedents that could later be explored as 
developing technologies were able to facilitate such methodologies with regard to 
recording, storing and processing video signals. Exemplar working practices, creative 
treatments and compositional models, open up for the visual media practitioner, 
pioneered by music/sound composition and practice (with specific regard to my own 
practice see; Chapter 2, p.58, pp. 63-65, pp.68-73). Remixing and re-cutting work for 
different contexts, slowing down, speeding up, multi-layering, backtracking, affecting 
and effecting material in camera and in post-production; methods analogous to 
musique concrète and electroacoustic music composition, whereby the recorded sound 
becomes the source material for treatment; manipulation, synthesis and composition 
later in the recording studio. Composer and academic Jean Piché (2004) observing,    40 
‘The means of production for visuals now are extremely interesting, catching 
up to what we’ve been doing with sound for over a decade.  It’s an exciting 
new form that has a lot of depth to it, and is linked to a technology that is 
highly available.’ 
   
Indeed, Birtwistle notes how ideas proposed by composers Edgar Varese, John Cage 
and Jack Ellitt as they explored the creative potentials of film sound technologies, 
came to be realized in video and particularly in Scratch; 
If the call for an art of organized sound was realized sonically in musique 
concrète experiments of the 1940s and 1950s, then it was video rather than 
film that finally provided the medium in which the composers’ ideas took an 
audiovisual form.  
 
… In extending the control an artist-composer had over their sonic materials, 
scratch allowed what had already happened in musique concrète, and in hip-
hop, to find audiovisual expression (Birtwistle, 2010, pp.237-240). 
 
Drawing on the music technology explorations and compositional strategies emerging 
through post-punk musical cultures, my practice engaged in bringing such 
compositional agendas into play in the exploration of film and video practices and 
technologies. Experimenting with image acquisition and post-production practice in 
producing work that would be politically questioning in both form and content. In 
producing work for live expanded cinematic presentation, and single screen 
distribution and exhibition, the work contributes to contexts of both live audio-
visualities and music video practices.  
 
Music Video 
 
Music video is still an arena of possibilities: its identity is still unsettled. Bloch 
argued that the human condition, like adolescence, was defined by its possible 
futures, its unidentified desire and unarticulated want, Music video is a form of 
the adolescence of postmodernism. It still holds the utopian possibility of 
being on its way to somewhere else, somewhere which is not necessarily 
television, but could be displaced into another kind of form and institution, by 
a knight’s move. That is why music video is worth listening to, watching, 
theorizing, learning from (Wollen, 1986, p.232). 
 
The emergence of my practice is one that runs concurrently with the emergence of 
music television, initially in the US with the launch of MTV, the cable television 
station dedicated solely to the broadcast of music videos in 1981 and subsequently   41 
MTV Europe in 1987. The rise of commercial mainstream broadcast and cable 
channels for the dissemination and distribution of music video content and a 
proliferation of practices exploring the combination of music and moving image has 
spawned a host of critical academic writing addressing the history, practice and 
cultural contexts of this medium
23. More recent texts (Williams, 2003, p.137) observe 
that the earlier literature had failed to address ‘the sounds themselves, and the 
interrelationships between the aural and visual presentation in music video.’ Since 
Kaplan’s (1987, pp.49-88) analysis and taxonomy of music and media industry 
commercial pop video practices, a far more diverse body of music video work has 
emerged both within the commercial sector; as well as more alternative and 
independent production through to avant-garde, video and installation art practices. 
 
Donnelly recognises ‘pop video and music television are not synonymous and that 
there is a fringe of pop videos that rarely or never appear on broadcast television’ 
(Beebe & Middleton, 2007, p.167). The debt music video owes and the influence it 
draws from avant-garde film and video practices is one that is acknowledged 
throughout the texts on music video
24. Turim (2007, pp.83-110) observing ‘how some 
of the best work in music video is in dialogue with the history of twentieth century art 
and current trends in video art and installation’ and suggests that there is a dialogue 
between music video and the art world across a shared audience.  
Many of the most intriguing music videos acknowledge a grand debt to 
historical avant-garde and progressive (in the usual sense of this term) art 
movements in all media. This debt is often acknowledged through citation. In 
other words, the past of the creative arts is not just “appropriated” but also 
reworked, and often it is clearly marked as intertextual reference, thus inviting 
viewers to make connections between the art making present and its history… 
 
Like ad making, music video production attracts those we train in our art and 
film departments and schools, so that odd mixtures of purpose and pretense, 
and inspiration and calculated lifting abound (ibid, p.89). 
 
Turim cites Cabaret Voltaire as exemplars of such a practice that draws on art –
historical references and practices into a contemporary image, sound, performance 
                                                        
23 Beebe and Middleton (2007, pp. 4-13). 
 
 
24 Kaplan (1987, pp.33-48), Elwes (2005, pp.137-139), Rees (2007, pp.159-160). 
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and moving image context noting that ‘the group continued to use visuals for the live 
performances, and much of their visual imagery was only seen at concerts’
25. Rees 
(2007, pp.159-160) acknowledges the impact Scratch and Scratch artists had on music 
video production, both in terms of the impact of the style and form as well as some of 
the makers working subsequently in music video production. 
 
Visual Music and Expanded Cinema 
 
When we say expanded cinema we actually mean expanded consciousness. 
Expanded cinema does not mean computer films, video phosphors, atomic 
light, or spherical projections. Expanded cinema isn’t a movie at all: like life 
it’s a process of becoming, man’s ongoing historical drive to manifest his 
consciousness outside of his mind, in front of his eyes (Youngblood, 1970, 
p.41). 
 
Hatfield (2006, p.237) establishes that ‘expanded cinema as a term generally describes 
synaesthetic cinematic spectacle whereby the notions of conventional filmic language 
are either extended or interrogated outside the single-screen space’ observing that,  
A cinematic configuration could involve intermedia, performance, spectacle, 
video, art and technology in addition to film, and could be located within the 
‘black space’ or the ‘white cube’ of the gallery.  
 
… Distinguishing film from video and emphasizing ontological differences 
was particularly visible in the polemics of the 1970s – though since the late 
1960s, and extending the scope of expanded film, it was artists working with 
video and the electronic who were pushing the boundaries of moving-image 
and cinematic spectacle, technological innovation, interactivity and 
performance… The then-polarising historical debates of ‘film’ and ‘video’ 
overlooked the fact that artists were free-flowing individuals experimenting 
with different kinds of media, and more often than not were working with and 
expanding both technologies (ibid, p.238-239)
26. 
 
VALIE EXPORT notably adds to Hatfield’s acknowledgement of the importance of 
hybrid and integrated practices, emphasising the neglected aspect of sound, as she 
notes;  
                                                        
25 Cubitt (1991, p.80) notes that Cabaret Voltaire’s video work generally is ‘an indicator of the 
transitional phase between pop video and the art sector inhabited by groups like Projects UK and others 
plying their trade in the independent record scene’, and makes mention of their video work challenging 
genre conventions (ibid, p.57). 
 
26 See: Rees in Curtis, Rees et al (2011, p.13). 
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The expanded cinema, which can also be referred to as the liberated cinema, is 
part of the tradition of liberated sound whose project was initiated at the turn 
of the [20
th] century. Expanded cinema is a collage expanded around time and 
several spatial and medial layers, which, as a formation in time and space, 
breaks free from the two-dimensionality of the surface (VALIE EXPORT, 
2011, p.290). 
 
 A growing literature on audiovisual art and media work, and broader performative 
and expanded practices, seeks to establish an academic discussion situating the genre 
historically and presenting theoretical approaches (Brougher et al., 2005; Lund, 2009; 
Daniels and Naumann, 2010). Cellist Friedemann Dähn surmising that, 
Perhaps a new type of artist is emerging that either unites both aspects – i.e. is 
both musician and visual artist, something like a DJ and a VJ in one, working 
both sound and visuals; or a collective of sound artists and projection and light 
artists, of DJs and VJs who develop a common dialogue as their means of 
expression. With such ensembles, visual music can be created in each 
individual context and a unique audio-visual language can be developed, just 
as each musician or band develops its own sound (Dähn, 2005, p.153). 
 
Birtwistle’s (2010, p.272) acknowledgement of the ‘radical departure’ Scratch and  
‘the emergence of an affective or sensory turn’ represented to crtitical and theoretical 
frameworks of the time is only now coming to be addressed in emerging contexts to 
which my practice can be seen to contribute and bring new knowledge to. The 
development of live performative projection potentials, through the convergence of 
media platforms in the digital technologies emergent in the 1990s and beyond is 
mapped by Naumann, observing that; 
The biased perspective of academic disciplines is demonstrated in an 
exemplary way by the manner in which the auditory is separated from the 
visual. The “deafness” of the disciplines that engage with images, and the 
“blindness” of the disciplines that engage with music and sound are of seminal 
relevance to the central concern of this volume (Daniel & Naumann, 2010a, 
p.8).
27 
 
Resonating with Rees’ admissions regarding the ‘neglected aspect of film and video 
art – its relation to sound and visual music’ (Rees, 2011b, p.142) and his 
acknowledgement that ‘expanded cinema and its narrative dimension had been 
                                                        
27 http://www.see-this-sound.at/en/ in conjunction with Lentos Art Museum, Linz; Ludwig Boltzmann 
Institute of Media Arts and the Academy of Arts, Leipzig. Exhibition, website and texts acting as a 
‘resource for the history and theory of art forms that combine sound and image’ (Daniels and Naumann, 
2010a, rear sleeve notes) 
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historically neglected (including by me) in favour of single screen and 
abstract/formalist experiment’ (Curtis, Rees et al., 2011, p.20). 
 
Duncan Reekie, in his history of underground cinema, levels criticism at Rees for his 
historicizing predominantly of work he had executive roles in funding and pointing 
out Rees’ historicizing could be seen as a subjective account of a participant in a 
closed system of reciprocal justification (Reekie, 2008, p.8)
28.  
 
Reekie identifies an underground cinema that is ‘a distinct and continuous cultural 
movement in the history of cinema… which has sought to liberate and develop a 
revolutionary popular cinema’ (ibid, p.ix). In a polemical stance arguing that some 
underground and independent practices have been overlooked in the histories written 
by this closed system of curator/historians. Charting underground and independent 
practices rooted in notions of the Carnivalesque, Early Cinema of Attractions, Pop/Art 
conflicts and amateur cine-cultures, Reekie observes that in the 1960s and 70s, 
Underground cinema operated as an integrated component of the emerging 
counterculture. Whilst European avant-garde film had been secluded in the 
institution of art, the Underground functioned as a new convivial, contingent 
and radical popular cinema in which audio/visual experiment was an 
integrated element of a broader subversion of bourgeois authority, a 
subversion which also celebrated psychedelic drug use, utopian radicalism, 
ecstatic mysticism and other forms of altered perception. Underground Cinema 
developed from the beat bohemia of the counter-culture cinema of attractions 
comparable to the bohemian cabaret, the early music hall and fairground booth 
cinema and the penny gaffs. The venues for the Underground were 
illegitimate: late night screenings in rundown movie houses, lofts, psychedelic 
clubs, porn cinemas, bookshops, warehouse parties and rock gigs (ibid, p.142). 
 
                                                        
28 In a tone very reminiscent of Reekie, a somewhat anonymised ‘Bill Brown’ posted a satirical spoof 
conference call on the Frameworks experimental film maker’s online bulletin board in May 2007 at the 
time of publication of Curtis’s A History of Artist’s Film and Video in Britain claiming that; 
 
Key speakers will examine how following the setting up of the London Film makers Co-op 
and London Video Arts, the funding, making and distribution of avant-garde films and videos 
in the UK was effectively controlled for a generation by a small London based group of men. 
How this same group dominated experimental film & video in the UK for the next 40 years 
both by denying funding and access to anyone outside the group (through overt and covert 
censorship) but also through controlling non-mainstream film education at institutions such as 
the Royal College. The conference will also examine how written debate and discourse on 
experimental film & video in publications such as Undercut was restricted to the same small 
group and finally how this group as it nears retirement now seeks to enshrine its position for 
posterity by the publication of numerous histories of experimental film & video 
(http://www.hi-beam.net/fw/fw35/0105.html [accessed 10/05/07]). 
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Proffering a history of diverse underground and alternative cinematic practices from 
early cinema through to his own engagement with the Exploding Cinema and ‘The 
New London Underground Cinema’ of 1991-2006. 
 
Given his overt criticisms of the histories of Rees and Curtis, it is ironic that Reekie’s 
address of practices since the 1970s passes very swiftly over the 1980s with little 
acknowledgement of the post punk and industrial music audio-visual practices, or any 
practices outside of London
29. Reekie locates the activists and filmmakers of ‘the new 
Underground’ as ‘part of London bohemian subculture’ and the ‘London rave 
culture’. His perspective as London-centric as Curtis who acknowledges that London 
has proved  ‘an irresistible magnet, with which artists in the regions have had at very 
least to negotiate a relationship’ (Curtis, 2007, p.2) and citing that at least two thirds 
of the British based moving image artists listed in the LUX (artists film and video 
organization) online catalogue live in London, with the proportion of commercial 
gallery represented artists even higher. 
 
O’Pray (2011) maps developments of expanded cinematic practices into the 1980s, 
but again with a particularly London-centric skew. The Leicester International Super-
8 Festival does get a mention as he addresses the uptake and significance of Super-8 
film practices at this time. Weibel (2003), James (2010) and Daniels & Naumann 
(2010a and b) all track developments in expanded practices through the 1990s and 
beyond, particularly as digital technologies impact on screening, projection and 
display potentialities. In charting my own expanded cinematic practices in Chapter 2, 
I hope that significant new knowledge is brought to light on extra-capital practices 
emerging in the 1980s, informed and influenced by the underground that Reekie 
identifies and being a significant precursor to the digital practices arising in the 1990s. 
The opportunity for reflection on my practice afforded by the academic contexts in 
which Electroacoustic Movies has been produced and presented, has brought into 
focus the key themes of affect and sensation, sound-image relations and notions of 
visual music and ‘audiovisualities’, as central to the body of work drawn together here 
from across three decades.  I intend in the following chapter to map the emergence 
                                                        
29 Other than a fleeting mention of Visionary Communications (formerly Jettisoundz) and Factory/Ikon 
independent video distributors as contributing to the context for ‘the return of the London 
Underground’ (Reekie, 2008, p.192).   46 
and development of the practice and applied working methodologies; and how these 
specifically engage with, draw upon and inform both the key themes central to the 
work, and the attendant historical, cultural and political contexts.  47 
CHAPTER TWO - Praxis 
 
Praxis is the idea that you do something because you want to do it, and after 
you’ve done it, you find out all the reasons why you did it. (Tony Wilson, 
founder Factory Records, New Order Play at Home, 1984, Channel 4 
Television). 
 
‘View From Hear’ to The Fridge and beyond… 
 
The route by which my video work and ideas came to the attention of Andy Lipman 
for his City Limits article of October 1984, and subsequent programming of work in 
the ICA and Film and Video Umbrella programmes of Scratch Video, was one rooted 
in and influenced by the music culture ushered in by punk and the vibrant post punk 
culture which followed. As a 16 year-old growing up in the suburbs of Nottingham, 
closer to Reynold’s ‘bleak heartland of post-punk’ of Manchester and Sheffield than 
London, I was drawn into the ‘pandemic of samizdat culture’ (Reynolds, 2005, p. xvi) 
around 1979 by two school friends, Matthew Collin and Jonathan Tait; attending gigs 
locally and nationally and putting together their own fanzine Death or Glory of record 
and gig reviews, interviews, photos, local gossip and politics. Over the next couple of 
years I would join them in the fanzine production as Death or Glory mutated into Y
30. 
Establishing a network of contacts we moved into promoting concerts. Inspired by the 
punk ethos that you didn’t need to be a musician to start a band, and particularly by 
the D.I.Y. situationist informed ethos of Factory Records, Cabaret Voltaire and the 
various artists gathering around Industrial Records and Throbbing Gristle in London, 
we formed our own band in 1981, initially named Tiab Guls and later 
Metamorphosis
31.  
 
                                                        
30 Still a photocopied A4 fanzine, but one with a greater emphasis on exploring the themes and interests 
that the post punk bands were advocating and getting involved myself particularly with the graphics 
and design. Sometimes experimenting with its form, producing issues of just a few photocopied A4 
pages, which no longer featured record and gig reviews, but collages and snippets of information, and 
specialist topics. 
 
31 Sharing roles within the band we developed a percussive based music that combined tape-recorded 
sound and tape loops, guitar, bass and other instruments, playing concerts predominantly in and around 
Nottingham, Derby and Leicester, supporting some of the bands we were promoting and with whom we 
had connections including Section 25, Crispy Ambulance and 23 Skidoo. Metamorphosis would release 
one cassette on Leeds based Flowmotion Records, Conception 1982, contribute tracks to a number of 
compilation cassettes and release one vinyl LP Great Babel Gives Birth on Third Mind Records in 
1983.   48 
We took it upon ourselves to try and create the local scene we wanted, hiring small 
venues to host concerts, bringing bands from Manchester’s Factory Records to 
Nottingham, sharing the stage and the bill ourselves, sometimes with TV monitors. 
The multimedia element of the emergent industrial music subgenre became of 
particular personal interest. Concert posters, cassette sleeves and fanzine/magazine 
production called for design content, and live performances called for slide and film 
shows. At the time of founding Doublevision, Paul Smith was based in Nottingham, 
and curated screenings of the Factory videos at the Midland Group Arts Centre in the 
Hockley area of the city, as well as supporting us in screening the Cabaret Voltaire 
video as part of a night of video and multimedia performance at the Ad Lib Club in 
Nottingham in November 1982, following a similar evening of live music by Factory 
Record’s Section 25, Tiab Guls and video screenings of the Factory ‘Video Circus’ 
we had put on earlier in January that same year
32. 
 
 
Fig. 2.1. Metamorphosis/Tiab Guls concert posters, 1982. 
 
In June 1982, Metamorphosis supported 23 Skidoo in concerts at Derby Blue Note 
Club and Leicester University, once again sharing a multimedia bill, as 23 Skidoo 
                                                        
32 This would be the beginning of an ongoing partnership for me, working with Paul Smith to facilitate 
audio visual performances of various bands he was working with throughout the 1980s, that would later 
see me producing and screening two and half hours of film and video material to accompany the live 
concerts of Cabaret Voltaire in 1989-91. 
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toured with Richard Heslop whose amalgam of Super 8 and slide projections was an 
integral element of their live shows at this time 
33. 
 
In 1982 I produced the first of two A5 photocopied magazines with printed card 
covers under the title 391 intended to be an alternative ‘to the run of the mill bands, 
records, gigs type fanzine’. Taking its name from Francis Picabia’s original Dadaist 
magazine ‘391 was a literary magazine against everyone and everything’ (source 
unknown)
34.  
 
Both 391 and Metamorphosis would be listed in Dave Henderson’s ‘Wild Planet’ 
[Appendix 1] encyclopaedic overview of the burgeoning industrial music scene; 
twelve half-page spreads run over three weeks as a ‘special cut-out-and-keep 
supplement’ in Sounds, weekly national UK music newspaper, during May 1983. 
Henderson would write ‘Metamorphosis are one of the most exciting new groups to 
emerge for a long time’ as he took ‘a journey around the world and unearths all 
manner of difficult music’. Henderson’s introduction would define this network as: 
Underground, free-form, experimental, avant-garde, industrial, call it what you 
will, but there’s a blossoming sub-structure of groups around the world who 
are attempting to produce music that is ultimately different. They are not tied 
                                                        
33 Doublevision later releasing Heslop’s video works for 23 Skidoo in 1984, Heslop going on to work 
as Derek Jarman’s cinematographer on a number of Jarman’s later projects, as well as becoming a 
music video and film director in his own right.  
 
Around 1983 I bought my own first Super 8 camera and projector, second hand from the back page ads 
in the Nottingham Evening Post for £20, starting to shoot a few rolls of Super 8 as well as 
experimenting with an old clockwork 16mm Kodak camera that had belonged to my grandfather. With 
a home rented VHS recorder, and the collaboration of a friend, Mike Noon, who worked in video rental 
store, and my cousin, Andrew Cope, working in a TV and video store, we were able to create crudely 
‘crash edited’ tapes of off air footage and film clips to screen at our own gigs. Played back on old TV 
monitors from the rented VHS machine. We also copied images onto slide film and began to amass a 
collection of slides for projection at live performances. Our own multimedia practice was developing 
influenced by the artists and networks we were immersed in. 
 
34 The first ten page 391 magazine would feature quotations from Tristan Tzara, Albert Camus, Genesis 
P-Orridge’s sleevenotes to ClockDVA’s album ‘Thirst’, and a quote from the nineteenth century 
Tibetan Lama Mipham, lifted from a poster accompanying Section 25’s Always Now album for Factory 
Records; as well as collages of images and original writing and polemics. Copies would be sold at gigs 
and via mail order for the princely sum of 20p, with a print run of at least a couple of hundred if 
memory serves. A second edition would follow in 1983, this time with invited contributions from 
musicians and artists I admired or felt an affinity with, David Tibet, then working with Psychic TV and 
subsequently as Current 93 contributed text and images, as did Fritz Catlin from 23 Skidoo. A 
contribution from Paul Stebbings of T.N.T Theatre Company and an essay by me on Tristan Tzara 
formed the bulk of the content. 
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together as any kind of neat package but merely as a network of friends who 
are in sporadic contact with each other. 
 
It was from this milieu that 391 would be developed from a magazine into a solo 
multimedia project. Just as Mark Perry's Sniffing Glue fanzine had famously posted 
the image of three chords for a guitar and demanded 'now go out and form a band', 
‘Super 8 became to film what the famous three chords of punk were to music’ 
(Schmitz, 2005). Facilitating an affordable and accessible form of filmmaking on a 
low budget, as home video technology was beginning to impact on the amateur home 
moviemaking market. Super 8 became the first moving image format I could access, 
and over the next year or so a hybrid practice would emerge. Shooting Super 8 film
35, 
collecting old newsreels and other Super 8 footage, 35mm slides, working with audio 
cassette recording technologies (and video as access to the more expensive video 
technologies also became available); a body of material that could be used in live 
visual performance was coming together which would also form the basis for a 
planned long form video. 
 
In 1982 I released an audio-cassette Soundtracts
36, incorporated in 391 Live 
Communiqué a slide and tape performance. My first solo performance of live 
multimedia work presented at the Ad Lib Club in Nottingham in December 1982
37. A 
small photocopied A6 booklet accompanying Soundtracts beginning to crystallise my 
thinking into a vision for work to come, where the text explores notions of sensory 
overload, oppositional media practices, confrontation and significantly with regard to 
Scratch video which had yet to emerge – notions of breaking down, juxtaposing and 
re-presenting off air footage – ‘employ all the weapons from their propaganda factory 
and turn them back on themselves… become the controller yourself.’ 
 
                                                        
35 In-camera, fast-cut Super 8 films of contemporary life, fairground rides, industrial wastelands, off-air 
footage filmed from the TV screen, and film loops including footage shot of Brion Gysin’s 
stroboscopic flicker device, The Dream Machine. Shot whilst on display in the Butlers Wharf B2 
Wapping Gallery as part of the Final Academy supplementary exhibition in October 1983, where I gave 
a copy of 391magazine personally to William Burroughs. 
 
36 Crude solo sound and music experiments with tape loops, a drum machine and a multi-track cassette 
recorder, available via mail order, publicized via fanzine and mail correspondence networks.  
 
37  ‘391 presents: An evening of music and images’ also featured music and film from local group 38
th 
Parallel and ambient music group O Yuki Conjugate.   51 
 
Fig. 2.2. 391 View From Hear booklet page. 
 
Gt2 (Good Time/ 2, 1983) was my first music video work. Crude Super 8 film shot in 
Nottingham, Sheffield and London cut together and transferred to video by filming the 
projected image with a video camera, and then combined with a soundtrack produced 
in collaboration with Paul Watson of Nottingham based group 38
th Parallel
38. A 
method of working counter to the methodology of pop promo production was 
deliberately fostered, whereby the soundtrack would be created after the visual. 
Moving to Sheffield in September 1983 and widening access to video production 
facilities at Psalter Lane Art College would facilitate the realization of the planned 
long form video project
39. 
 
                                                        
38 Thunderous synths and a distorted throbbing bass overlaid with my own rather nasal rendition of 
Dada artist and poet Tristan Tzara’s poem Good Time 2. The soundtrack would later be released on the 
vinyl compilation LP Born Out Of Dreams, Frux Productions, 1984. Brescia: Italy. 
 
39 Sheffield City Polytechnic had invested significantly in the early 1980s in video production 
technology. Whilst crude by current standards this technology facilitated as George Barber noted, a far 
more accurate editing practice than had previously been possible, and cameras were becoming more 
portable (though still not an inconsiderable weight and bulk). Three two machine Sony U-Matic ¾ inch 
video tape format edit suites, a multi camera TV Studio with vision mixing desk and recording facilities 
and both Umatic and Betamax video cameras with ‘portapak’ portable (slung from a shoulder) video 
field recorders would greet my arrival as a ‘fresher’ in September 1983, and be my first real access to 
video shooting, recording and editing technologies.  
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Between autumn 1983 and spring 1984 the sixty-minute 391 video project View From 
Hear came together, comprising of five pieces and split into two parts; the first part 
consisting of two longer works – View From Hear and Gold in the Bowels, and the 
second part of three shorter works - Good Time/ 2, Faces of Death and Traditional 
Bowel Movement. View From Hear and Gold in the Bowels came together through a 
performative multi-projection process, whereby super 8 film and 35 mm slide 
projectors were lined up for projection onto a single screen and recorded using a lo-
band U-matic video camera
40. 
 
 
Fig. 2.3. 391 magazines, Soundtracts cassette and View From Hear video. 
 
Distribution was very much a cottage industry, with duplication facilitated by Paul 
Smith and Doublevision’s video tape duplication facilities in Nottingham. Filling a 
                                                        
40 By switching different projectors on and off at different times, a multi layered work was created, 
mixing live a variety of pre-planned and arranged sources of still and moving imagery, including pre-
prepared film loops on some projectors. Traditional Bowel Movement also featured a production 
technique of shooting by means of the Umatic video camera, a Super 8 found footage film loop from an 
old Movietone News reel from the early 1970s featuring a clip of a young woman throwing paint over 
the British Prime Minister Ted Heath. The film loop was run live through two separate film projectors 
overlaid onto the same screen, resulting in two layers of the same image out of sync with each other 
repeating the moment Heath is hit by paint. Four works were created with the specific intention of 
constructing their soundtracks a posteriori to the visual recording and edit. The video recordings of the 
projected image montages were taken into Psalter Lane’s video edit suites and final versions cut 
together, that could then be copied off onto VHS tape. Working with Paul Watson in very much a 
bedroom recording studio set up; tape loops, synthesisers, bass, drum machines and percussion were 
built up on a simple multitrack recording facility whilst playing back the VHS tape.   53 
rucksack with copies of the video and visiting local speciality record stores in 
Sheffield willing to hold copies, hitch hiking to London to independent record label 
Rough Trade’s warehouse in King’s Cross who would take twenty copies for 
distribution through their own shop in Notting Hill, and national distribution via the 
Cartel of independent record shops
41. The video was also sold direct via mail order. 
An initial review by Dave Henderson in Sounds in July 1984 would help promote the 
work, followed up in the New Musical Express in April 1985 by Dessa Fox in her 
overview of the small number of independently released videos emerging [Appendix 
5].  
 
Copies were also held in film and video collections at the Midland Group Arts Centre 
in Nottingham, the Institute of Contemporary Arts videotheque in London, 235 Video 
in Cologne and the London Film Makers Co-operative. It was here that I first came 
across information regarding Bruno de Florence’s screenings at The Fridge. During 
the summer of 1984 I would screen View From Hear in de Florence’s Video Lounge, 
meeting Andy Lipman during these visits and supplying him with copies of the tape 
and supporting material. A booklet accompanying the video, intended to develop 
themes of confrontational, fast cut, multi layered and confusing imagery as an 
oppositional strategy and reaction to the confusion of imagery in a media saturated 
environment; ‘Re-present the images as they are seen. Confronting and confusing. 
Release the meaning anchored to reason. The creative process is a personal tool of 
exploration and a weapon’ [Illustration 5; Appendix 4]. Lipman would pick up on 
these ideas in his City Limits article,  
… we’re on remote control search for meaning amongst the image debris of an 
information overdosed world. Tanks at portside, radar scanners, smoke and 
rubble vie with fish fingers and toothpaste ads for our fleeting attention. The 
pulse of the Ghost in the Machine. 
 
Such preoccupations inform Nick Cope’s 391 scratch
42, ‘The View From 
Hear’ [sic] clearly signalling that we should learn to ‘listen’ to television, like 
                                                        
41 The copies held by Rough Trade slowly sold over the next year or so, as the author dropped by the 
Collier Street warehouse whenever in London to collect a steady trickle of cash for each handful of 
copies sold, marketed at £11.50 through Rough Trade and £10 via mail order. 
42 Its interesting to note here how Lipman refers to View From Hear as Scratch, given that it would be 
the follow up piece Amen: Survive the Coming Hard Times which would adhere far more to the 
conventions and definitions of Scratch as a video edit driven genre re-mixing and cutting off air 
footage. View From Hear, drew on Super 8 and 35mm slide material, more so than off air tv footage. 
Although this did include footage of the Falklands conflict shot on Super 8 from a TV monitor, and 
archival Super 8 newsreel footage worked into the projected montage mix, of original super 8 footage   54 
music, rather than watching and analysing for meaning like the way we read 
books. Western culture prioritises sight over hearing, scientific rationality over 
intuition and feeling. Conventional television reinforces such myopic 
awareness, and information is packaged into easily digestible stories, whether 
it’s the news or a soap. The problem is that the bits don’t add up to a whole. 
To understanding (Lipman, 1984). [Appendix 2] 
 
An engagement with exploring the parameters and potentials of sound-image relations 
was at the heart of View From Hear evidenced in the very title of the work. Andy 
Lipman picking up on the supporting statement that ‘we should “listen” to television, 
like music, rather than analyzing for meaning’, echoing Norman McClaren’s 
definition of synaesthesia where ‘the eye hears and the ear sees’ (Birtwistle, 2010, 
p.179). Working methods of combining in a hybrid practice Super 8 film, slides, 
sound and video, sometimes looped, montaged and multilayered in compositional and 
organizational methodologies drawing from musical montage and recording practices 
evidenced in the experimental electronic music of Cabaret Voltaire and Throbbing 
Gristle, and in the film work of Derek Jarman’s layered Super 8 work In the Shadow 
of the Sun and Malcolm Le Grice’s looping footage in Berlin Horse, as well as earlier 
precedents for fast cutting and montaged explorations of film form and urban life in 
Dziga Vertov’s Man with a Movie Camera.  The abstracted, montaged visuals 
combined with the instrumental industrial/ambient soundtracks to communicate as 
much through sensation and affect, as through representation and any overt narrative 
themes. The work was intended to unfold through flow and flux of the visuals and 
music, synergies of visual and aural rhythms and interactions, and fusion of sound and 
image. 
 
Political contexts of the work arise from the post-punk milieu that the work had grown 
out of, Reynolds’ (2005, xviii) ‘ransacking of twentieth-century art and literature’ 
meeting a bohemian non-conformism and dissident, alternative aesthetics and 
infrastructures to the right-leaning UK and US mainstream; influenced by Situationist 
                                                        
shot at fairgrounds, firework displays, various urban cityscapes and the Remembrance Sunday parade 
in Sheffield City centre in November 1983. These materials provided not only the raw material for 
View From Hear, but also the raw material for the live performance/expanded cinema work. Super 8 
and 35mm slide projectors provided a far more accessible and affordable alternative to video 
projection, so the accumulation of film material for use in live performance contexts was far more 
versatile than off air video recordings. At the time video projectors were heavy, cumbersome, 
technically demanding to set up and extremely expensive to buy or hire (around £2000 to buy, and 
often several hundred pounds a day to hire). I collected a number of Super 8 film projectors for live 
work. 
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oppositional politics and critique of ‘the society of the spectacle’, Dadaist 
confrontational and agitational artistic practices filtered through industrial music 
perspectives
43. The work sought to deliberately subvert the coherence of broadcast 
TV, and rational, coherent narrative structures [see 391 pamphlets; Illustration 5, and 
Appendix 4] through both re-contextualising off air footage, and in constructing 
dreamlike, surreal, unfolding, visual flows akin to Rogers’ analysis of Viola’s video 
works, ‘a move from broadcast coherence into a subconscious fiction devoid of 
narrative logic and realist parameters, a nightmare world that is paradoxically more 
real than our current, superficial simulacrum’ (Rogers, 2010, p.190).  Elwes’ analysis 
of this fast cutting, incoherent style is particularly resonant,  
On another level, rapid editing could represent the descent into incoherence, 
the senselessness that Baudrillard sees as the only defence against the invasion 
of the social machine of culture*. Either way, the emphasis on the edit had a 
compensatory visual appeal. The frenetic cutting created semi-abstract and 
painterly patterns that once again tuned into the hallucinogenic 
experimentation that was still part of youth culture in the early 1980s. The 
principal aim of new narrative video remained the deconstruction of televisual 
signifying practices and the reconstitution of the artist’s subjectivity, albeit as 
a shifting pattern of self-reflexive fragments.  
[* Baudrillard, in common with Irigaray, Bataille and other cultural theorists, 
believed that it is in the marginal areas of madness, carnival, ecstasy and pain 
that the individual can exist and operate outside the confines of culture and 
society.] (Elwes, 2005, p.91). 
 
William Burroughs’ (1974, 1982) notion of the ‘Cut Up’, championed by Throbbing 
Gristle and Cabaret Voltaire, developed from Tristan Tzara and the Dadaists’ earlier 
ideas were also a significant influence (so too the later Surrealist explorations of 
montage, collage and chance). The photocopied booklet accompanying both the 391 
Soundtracts cassette and View From Hear quoting Burroughs (1964, p.85), ‘the basic 
law of association and juxtaposition; any object, feeling, odour, image in juxtaposition 
with any other object, feeling, odour, image will be associated with it’, and in my own 
words ‘breakdown the control the image has over you by changing their preconceived 
juxtaposition with yours’ [Illustration 5]. Birtwistle recognizes the creative and 
generative stance being engaged here with regards to later Scratch work, 
                                                        
43 See: Debord (1983), Vaneigem (1979, 1983), Gray (1974) and Plant (1992). Marcus (1989) tracing 
the ‘secret history’ of oppositional demands woven through twentieth century avant-garde art, politics 
and culture. Vale (1982, 1983) and Dwyer (2000) collating themes and ideas at the heart of ‘industrial 
culture’.   56 
While scratch did rework film and video footage in order to engage in social 
and political critique, adopting an oppositional political stance that could be 
understood within existing political discourse, its capacity to negate and attack 
was much less significant than its capacity to create and generate. While not 
necessarily recognized by critics of the time, the productive nature of scratch 
was certainly understood by its practitioners (Birtwistle, 2010, p. 262) 
  
In my own words once again, ‘employ all the weapons, to break out. Sound, image 
and vision - the word, picture, photo and film re-presenting a new view every second, 
your own view, become the controller yourself – do what you want and what your 
intuition tells you’ [Illustration 5]. 
 
Many of these themes would continue to inform both my more overtly politically 
oppositional Scratch oriented work to follow, and the less overtly political 
explorations of sound and image fusions through the 1990s and into the following 
decade. 
 
Multimedia performances would offer an opportunity to bring these ideas into play in 
live expanded cinematic contexts, using multi-projection and sound system playback 
to create immersive environments that would engage the audience in a ‘sensorium’. 
As Birtwistle (2010, p.265) recognizes, ‘the club experience itself can be thought of as 
a form of sensory blending, a fusion of sound and image and bodily movement’, 
where forms of transsensoriality aspire in ‘synaesthetic articulation of sound and 
image.’ Reynolds’ (2005, p.224) notion of an ‘authentic psychedelia’ in the ‘impulse 
to blow minds through multimedia sensory overload’ in the industrial music live show 
contexts being pertinent here, echoing Elwes’s observation above of ‘the 
hallucinogenic experimentation that was still part of youth culture in the early 1980s’. 
These themes come back into play in a revised context with my later work with 
Cabaret Voltaire in 1989/90 and the acid house/rave culture environments that work 
was presented in, as well as in the live presentation contexts of the Electroacoustic 
Movies work. 
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Fig. 2.4.  391 live visual performance, Leeds 1984. 
 
391 live events continued in 1983/84, collaborating with Andrew Hulme of ambient 
group O Yuki Conjugate and Leeds based group Cassandra Complex
44; with Martin 
King in a live performance of a multi- tape loop piece Hypertension in Death City at 
Lanchester Polytechnic’s media arts festival in Coventry; and Crimes Against 
Christmas at Psalter Lane in December 1984. A further collaboration with Martin 
King and Simon Mundey, working with analogue synthesisers and early sampling and 
sequencing technologies would result in a sound piece which became the basis for the 
follow up video to View From Hear, looping off air sound bytes with sampled and 
sequenced drum machine rhythms and tape loops.  
 
Coming into contact with other Scratch video work through screening View From 
Hear at the Fridge, and having access to U-Matic video edit suite technologies at 
Psalter Lane, the work that followed would exploit these technologies far more and be 
                                                        
44 Owning their own recording equipment, Cassandra Complex put on their own gigs and events in 
Leeds. I was invited to participate and contribute to a number of shows, providing projected visuals for 
live band performances, as well as working with Andrew Hulme on pre-recorded soundtracks for 
immersive live projected 391 shows. Some of this material would be released on compilation audio 
cassettes by Cassandra Complex on their own label; and on the Leeds based Final Image label’s 
Beyond Entertainment audio and video compilations. Tagging their events as Complex Events, 391 
would support Cassandra Complex in their second event at Le Phonographique club, an underground 
nightclub venue in Leeds city centre, in January 1984, having provided film projections at the first 
event the previous December, and headline their fourth event at Leeds’ Termite Club in March. The 
Phonographique venue lent itself particularly well to the 391 aim of creating immersive audiovisual 
environments, being a windowless underground circular venue, in which four film projectors, 35 mm 
slide projectors and strobe lighting were placed around the venue, surrounding the audience, with a pre-
recorded soundtrack being played back through the PA system, and the author moving amongst the 
audience clad in black balaclava and wielding a megaphone (Fig. 2.4).   58 
influenced by the Scratch methodologies of re-working off-air footage, as well as 
deconstructive and re-conextualising practices in industrial music contexts. 
 
Amen: Survive the Coming Hard Times (1984)
45 solely reworks off-air video footage, 
deliberately unsubtle and affective in its edit content and style. Panning shots and 
movements in frame complimenting the sweeping drones in the music, flashing lights 
in the night and pointing fingers and hands matching rhythmic drum clashes. Ronald 
Reagan had come to power in the US on the back of a growing tide of right wing 
Christian fundamentalism, and with Margaret Thatcher’s British Government 
supporting the presence of US Nuclear weapons on British soil, the 1980s were 
dominated politically by a nuclear apocalyptic air in tandem with an authoritarian tone 
and austere economic management. Amen: Survive the Coming Hard Times was made 
as a reaction to and questioning of some of these pervading attitudes. Growing 
confidence, skills and access to video editing technology, and higher production 
values in the soundtrack composition, made Amen…  technically a significant step 
forward on the earlier work on View From Hear. Amen… utilised emerging sound 
sampling and sequencing technologies in the construction of its soundtrack combining 
these with similarly sampled off-air footage, bringing together sampled sound and 
picture in the opening sequences of the ‘survive the coming hard times’ sound bite 
refrain.  
 
This work was selected by Andy Lipman to show in the first gallery screening of 
Scratch videos at the Institute of Contemporary Arts in London in December 1984. 
The work was also selected by Mark Wilcox and Michael O’Pray for the Arts Council 
                                                        
45 Taking its title from a video clip recorded from a news broadcast about right-wing US Christian 
fundamentalist survivalists, who had taken up residence as a quasi-military community in the Ozark 
mountains and saw it is their mission to ‘train for the end of the world’ and to ‘survive the coming hard 
times’. The work not only sampled the sound but also the video. Footage also included NASA scientists 
at the control panels of the Apollo 11 Moon shot, the 1968 Czechoslovakian uprising and Russian 
troops and tanks entering Prague, miners scrabbling for coal on slag heaps in the 1930s, and sailors 
battling to control tallship sails in a storm. A subtitled clip reads ‘whose evil hand is controlling them’ 
intercut with the NASA footage, intended to convey images of anonymous controlling male figures 
pressing buttons and viewing computer screens. The second half of the piece includes another subtitled 
clip reading ‘We’ve been treated like dirt for too long now’ whilst more oppositional images of 
resistance to the Russian military presence in Prague is seen. The piece ends with the famous soundbite 
of Ronald Reagan joking off-air during a sound test ‘[today I have passed legislation that will outlaw 
Russia forever] We begin bombing in 5 minutes’, over a static shot of a world war one military 
cemetery.  
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funded, Film and Video Umbrella Umbrella Subverting Television touring programme 
of work, screened in the UK and Europe in 1985 [Appendix 3]. The work became an 
exemplar of the overtly political, agit-prop style of Scratch (Meigh-Andrews, 2006, 
p.176), Elwes (2005, p.111) recognizing that such ‘clear political positioning 
representing collective opposition to state policies’ became one of Scratch’s long 
lasting legacies. Going on to acknowledge the radical credentials of scratch in 
breaking ‘the monopoly of broadcasting by commandeering its output’ (ibid, p.116) 
whilst forging new models of interactive cultural democracy and calling into question 
‘the elevated status of artworks and the elitist position of the artist’ in making 
unlimited editions of work available through tape duplication (ibid). 
 
As scratching and sampling technologies were enhancing recording studio technology 
and practices, feeding a burgeoning ‘remix’ culture; video tape offered the same 
prospects for revisiting and reworking not only off-air material, but self-generated 
content too. I was drawn to explore how else I could work with the video material I 
was producing. I would continue to develop a hybrid practice, shooting super 8 film, 
and working with film projections in conjunction with video recording and editing, 
producing three further pieces of work in 1985; Crisis of the Spirit, Firestorm and 
Health and Efficiency
46. Exploring through these formats and methodolgies the 
motivating themes outlined above. 
 
                                                        
46 Amen… was reworked with footage generated through the construction of flicker film loops of 
alternating red, green and blue frames which were then projected onto water. With a video camera 
zoomed into and focused on the surface of a bowl of water, hand movements generated coloured 
dancing flashes of light on random ripples, flickering as single frames of colour from the films reflected 
on the agitated water. This would form the basis of the purely abstract Crisis of the Spirit, with looped 
sound bites, multi layered and slowed down and manipulated to create the soundtrack, repeating the 
phrase ‘a crisis of the spirit is difficult to show on television’. This footage in turn would be re-worked 
through playback in the Psalter Lane TV Studio and mixed with a camera feed shooting Amen… as it 
was played back on a TV Monitor. The subsequent material then slowed down and edited by means of 
a Time Based Corrector to form the basis of Firestorm.  These three pieces all exploring apocalyptic 
tones and moods through differing formal explorations of the medium; abstract, semi abstract montage 
and overtly imagistic scratch video. Whilst all three pieces had original soundtracks, a further 
reworking of the Firestorm footage, cut together with an opening sequence of super 8 shot at a derelict 
power station in Nottingham, to a track by London based experimental post punk musicians This Heat 
would produce Health and Efficiency; where the opening and closing musical motifs accompanied by 
the Super 8 footage proffer a more positive and hopeful mood to the dark apocalyptic vision of 
Firestorm, as its visuals are embedded to the long heavy rhythms that sit at the heart of This Heat’s 
musical track. 
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A second overt Scratch video produced in 1985, Suffer Bomb Disease, evoked in no 
uncertain terms a deeply apocalyptic nuclear vision, cutting off-air footage of a 
decimated Germany at the end of World War Two with nuclear test explosions and 
nuclear bomb blast damage footage. This Heat’s haunting and atmospheric soundtrack 
evoking a desolate tone. In significant musical contrast to much of the other Scratch 
videos of the day, a fact not missed by Adam Lockhart in selecting this work for the 
retrospective Scratch Video screening at Dundee Contemporary Arts, which he 
curated in 2008
47.  
 
 A third Scratch piece was made as a direct personal response to the US bombing of 
Libya in April 1986, Friendly Fires. Once again this piece was intended be unsubtle 
and affecting, with screeching guitars and driving bass cut with the movement of 
planes through the frame effecting a visual dynamic, counterpoised by longer held 
static shots of children, and knowingly cynical shots of Reagan and Thatcher smiling 
and waving. This was deliberate, unapologetic, propagandist, oppositional, anti-
militaristic, polemical and heart-felt film making. Friendly Fires
48 would complete a 
trilogy of Scratch pieces, which form a triptych, intended to be screened back-to-back, 
starting with Amen… followed by Friendly Fires and ending with Suffer Bomb 
Disease.  
 
Whilst all three of these pieces are constructed solely from off-air, overtly 
representational footage, the pictures are deliberately cut to their soundtracks in such a 
way that the movement of image through and within frame, the juxtaposition of shots 
and rhythm of cuts, would interact with the soundtrack in a visual flow. With  the 
mood and tone of the music informing, complementing and counterpoising the mood, 
content and flow of the visuals and vice versa. Through this fusing of sound and 
                                                        
47 Lockhart noting to the author in conversation at the screening of this programme as an installation in 
Glasgow in 2009 that it was this distinctive difference of tone and mood of Suffer Bomb Disease to the 
rest of the pieces in the programme, that led him to choose it over other Scratch works by the author for 
these shows. 
 
48 Friendly Fires cuts together the launch procedure of US cruise missiles and a voiceover soundbite of 
film director Lyndsay Anderson from a Channel 4 documentary, followed by Factory Records’ Section 
25 track Friendly Fires. With off-air footage of military bombers from different campaigns including 
Vietnam, and footage of the US jets which flew from British airbases to bomb Libya intercut with the 
harrowing and famous footage of Vietnamese girl Kim Phuc and other children suffering the effects of 
napalm burns, as the lyrics intone ‘flying so high, flying so high, you can’t see them, you can’t hear 
them, they’re on their way over to you… and the little children have nowhere to run, they don’t even 
know what’s going on.’   61 
image, deconstructions of the off-air footage and original broadcast messages are re-
contextualised into overtly oppositional politically driven counter messages to the 
original broadcast contexts of the footage. The picture and sound combinations 
becoming distinct new works in their own right, with their own message, mood and 
dynamic to the original constituent audio and visual sources. 
 
With Amen… being billed in the Scratch screenings at the ICA and the Deconstruction 
FVU programme as Nick Cope/391 in 1984, and Friendly Fires put together whilst I 
was concentrating much more on work as a core member of performance art group 
Fabricata Illuminata in 1985/6, this trilogy of Scratch videos map the transition of a 
moving image practice from its DIY rooted days arising from the Samizdat punk and 
post punk culture, establishing a hybrid moving image practice exploring film and 
video practices; often in a performative and expanded cinema context, informed by 
and participant in the network of influences and connections that the independent post 
punk culture fostered; developed and supported by an engagement with the 
technological and academic environment of Sheffield City Polytechnic’s Psalter Lane 
Communication Arts department and the wider music and moving image culture and 
network prevalent in Sheffield at the time. By mid 1985, as the attention given to 
Scratch was waning, my own networks and pre-occupations were very much rooted in 
the vibrant Sheffield scenes, and I was collaborating with other music groups – 
working with Hula and In The Nursery assisting in projected live visuals during 
concerts in the UK and Europe, sharing a rehearsal/workshop space with The Anti 
Group, in addition to creating multimedia performances with Fabricata Illuminata. 
The latter would see a return to the ICA, being selected for the Best Of Live Art 1985 
showcase at the London venue in April 1986, following performances in Nottingham, 
Sheffield, London, Brighton and Amsterdam. The video content of these 
performances drew on Scratch methodologies, re-editing off air footage and projecting 
this material as one element of a range of combined media – live and pre-recorded 
music; film, video and slide projections. Being based in Sheffield during the year long 
miner’s strike of 1985, witnessing much of the political battles of this confrontation 
and the police state actions engineered by Margaret Thatcher’s government at the time 
informed the political oppositional content of work with Fabricata Illuminata, whilst   62 
continuing to explore expanded cinematic and immersive performative themes begun 
in my work as 391.  
 
Groovy, Laidback and Nasty… 
 
I moved to London in 1987 making contact once again with Paul Smith, who had 
relocated from Nottingham to London and started up his own Blast First record label, 
on the back of his experiences running Doublevision with Cabaret Voltaire. I would 
work on and off for Paul over the next four years. Initially as a projectionist for live 
concerts he was promoting with bands on the label that had a visual element, notably 
US grunge band The Butthole Surfers, and Swedish guitar band Easy. In 1989 I took 
on the production of visuals, and live presentation of these for Cabaret Voltaire’s 
concerts promoting their Acid House influenced Groovy, Laidback and Nasty album. 
Working directly with Cabaret Voltaire for over a year and half, at the height of the 
Acid House /Rave culture boom, touring a show which featured the live mixing of 
over two and half hours of material. Edited on video (during a week long edit at 
London Video Arts’ Frith Street offices), transferred to 16mm film for projection at 
venues including Manchester’s famous Hacienda nightclub, the two thousand capacity 
Brixton Academy, and the Krizanke Open Air Theatre in Ljubljana, Slovenia (or a 
rapidly degenerating-into-political-chaos Yugoslavia as was then). The performance at 
Dom Sportova, Zagreb, was screened on Croatian television.  
 
16mm projection gave more versatility and brightness at less cost than video 
projection could then offer. A combination of footage from Cabaret Voltaire’s own 
archive of pop promo and video releases, material of my own and computer graphics 
by designer and artist Phil Wolstenholme, were edited and mixed on video tape and 
transferred to four rolls of 16mm film. This was then mixed live from three film 
projectors onto one large screen at the rear of the stage during the performances. I 
would continue to screen some of this material on tape and in conjunction with film 
and slide projections in other rave/nightclub settings in London over the following 
year or so after the Cabaret Voltaire shows in the early 1990s. Following some of 
these club screenings in London in the early 90s, I was invited and paid to screen 
work at a lunchtime gathering of advertising and media executives looking to know   63 
more about this emerging sub-cultural scene as it impacted on mainstream popular 
culture, the event put together by House music DJ Dave Dorrell. Reminiscent of the 
famous screening of Scratch video work at the Edinburgh Television Festival in April 
1985 to TV executives looking to know more about the new movement (see O’Pray, 
Curtis, Rees). 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.5. 16mm film projection set up at Krizanke Theatre in Ljubljana. 
 
The affective, transsensory, embodied, psychedelic, lightshow-enhanced 1960s music 
extravaganzas and expanded cinematic practices of Andy Warhol’s Exploding Plastic 
Inevitable, the Grateful Dead’s concerts, the U.S. west coast Planetarium Vortex 
concerts, Pink Floyd and the London underground of UFO Club and the Roundhouse, 
and the whole gamut of work covered in Gene Youngblood’s (1970) Expanded 
Cinema; re-invented through Disco’s black and gay culture driven mirror-ball and 
light show enhanced club culture; and in industrial music’s inverted psychedelia of 
multimedia performances, would be reborn once again as a new drug 
(MDMA/Ecstasy) encountered new music and new technologies in the changing 
economic and social conditions at the tail end of Margaret Thatcher’s premiership in 
the UK. My former Metamorphosis bandmate, Matthew Collin (1997), maps the 
emergence of this new culture ‘the most vibrant and diverse youth movement Britain 
has ever seen’. The pervasiveness of which was driven by ‘a deployment of 
technologies – musical, chemical and computer – to deliver altered states of 
consciousness; experiences that have changed the way we think, the way we feel, the   64 
way we act, the way we live’ (Collin, 1997, p.4). Illegal warehouse parties, outdoor 
raves, and club nights called for lasers, light shows and projections to enhance the 
immersive, affective, embodied sonic environments that lacked any central visual 
focus where a lone DJ in a DJ booth was the only star of the show. Another D.I.Y 
culture spawning its own fashions, graphics and visual style, called for multimedia 
content too. A less dogmatic politics, ‘ecstasy culture offers a forum to which people 
can bring narratives about class, race, sex, economics or morality… its definition is 
subject to individual interpretation’ (ibid, p.5) as it re-appropriated libertarian 
capitalism in a participatory culture; a more hedonistic response than the oppositional 
and nihilistic stance of punk and post-punk. Cabaret Voltaire collaborated with 
Chicago based House music producer Marshall Jefferson to realize their electronic 
musical encounter with acid house in the album Groovy, Laidback and Nasty (EMI, 
1989), and wanted to replicate the immersive rave/club environment in their live 
shows to promote this music.  
 
It would be these contexts that would inform my approach to creating the multimedia 
projections to accompany these shows. Again looking to create an audiovisual fusion 
where sound and image could work together to create an embodied, sensory 
experience, echoing once more Birtwistle’s notion of the club experience being a form 
of transsensoriality of ‘synaesthetic articulation of sound and image’ (Birtwsitle, 
2010, p.265). I would draw on methodologies and techniques developed in earlier 
practices, and exploit the potentials of 3-machine video editing and vision mixing to 
produce dynamic, free-flowing edits and mixes of source material, mixed in real time 
to the beat driven music and remixed live in the concerts through manually 
manipulating film projection playback in time with the music. The combination of 
dynamic, representational, film footage; moving urban cityscapes, time lapse footage, 
dancing bodies; and more abstract animation and computer animated material lending 
itself to a blending and flowing edit style rather than isolated and specific cutting. The 
creative exploration of emergent technologies continued to be a key theme, in this 
case bringing video vision mixing and computer graphics together in a visual fusion 
that complemented the sonic explorations of computer technologies in the music. Phil 
Wolstenholme’s computer graphics work utilizing Amiga computer software and   65 
hardware – the leading home computer at the time. This work being an early exemplar 
in pioneering the use of home studio produced graphics and video. 
 
Further opportunities for live performative audiovisual work arose in the early 1990s 
with old acquaintances from Nottingham, ambient music group O Yuki Conjugate, 
now also based in London. Collaborating on an audio-visual accompaniment to 
several performances scheduled in the Netherlands in 1992 and 1993 incorporating 
video and slide projection, as part of the Tegentonen Festival and screened on VPRO 
TV in Amsterdam. My own abstract Super 8 animations were mixed with abstract 
video footage supplied by Andrew Hulme, accompanied by slides of semi-abstract 
landscapes to enhance the live performance. In this case their more ambient based 
music lending itself to a more abstracted approach in creating immersive flowing 
visual environments to supplement their introspective and static stage presence. 
 
Taking up employment in higher education, in Southampton, in 1995 gave access to 
broadcast edit facilities (at that time prohibitively expensive to own or hire) and the 
opportunity to re-edit and remix older work, as well as explore online video practices 
in a creative web project as part of an MA in Media undertaken at the turn of the 
millennium – www.digitaldrift.net. The two and half hours of material produced for 
the Cabaret Voltaire performances was cut down to a 28 minute, four music track, 
single monitor, showcase of this material, ‘Dynamix of the Metropolis’. Elements of 
this work had already been screened at a number of international film festivals in 
1991/92, and in more recent years the work has been screened in Croatia as a part of a 
celebration of 35 years of Cabaret Voltaire’s work ‘Breaking Boundaries’.  
 
Electroacoustic Movies 
 
Relocating to Yorkshire in 2001 led to collaborative public art projects, installation 
work and digital projection projects in close collaboration with Create Arts 
development agency in Scarborough [Appendices: 7 & 8], as well as the 
commencement of the ongoing collaboration with Tim Howle. Exploring stylistic 
conventions of electro acoustic composition and moving image practice and the new 
area opening up of electroacoustic composition and moving image combinations, Tim   66 
and I have defined this work as both Aesthetic Research and Process Based Research 
according to the taxonomies of research developed by the Journal of Media Practice, 
ScreenWorks project.
49  
 
Open Circuits (2003) takes its name from Nam June Paik’s 1966 Manifesto 
‘Cybernated Art’ (Packer & Jordan, 2001, p.41). A non-narrative visual montage 
which takes the viewer on a journey through a world where the distinctions between 
real and virtual, conscious and unconscious, daydream and nightmare become 
indistinguishable and the borders breakdown somewhere between anxiety and 
prescience. Originally cut and mixed together from 16mm single frame time lapse 
footage shot from moving cameras in both Sheffield and Chicago (by Jackie Jones and 
Pete Care, respectively) for multi-projection screening in the live concert work 
undertaken with Cabaret Voltaire in 1989-91. This material was later re-cut for single 
monitor screening and documentation around 1995. With Cabaret Voltaire unwilling 
to release this material commercially on video and DVD, it was then re-cut and 
remixed to the music of Mandragora for a potential live projection project with that 
group in 1996. This edit was then mixed with WinAmp computer animations 
generated and produced by composer Joe Audsley prior to the Cinema for the Ear 
event. Tim Howle worked with this picture edit using digital composition software to 
craft the soundtrack to the image, in a manner akin to the animation methodologies of 
“mickey mousing”, ‘the sonic illustration of visual events’ (Birtwistle, 2010, p.188). 
 
For the second collaboration, Son et Lumières (2006), visual techniques analogous to 
methods of electro acoustic composition were employed. 16mm film footage of the 
Fawley Oil Refinery shot at night on the banks of Southampton Water, England, was 
manipulated in camera, through single frame shooting and double exposure, before 
further manipulation and treatment in post production. Edited and multi-layered to an 
already composed soundtrack, in contrast to and mirroring the collaborative methods 
employed in Open Circuits.  
 
                                                        
49 Aesthetic Research: stylistic innovation; finding new ways of using screen grammar; finding new 
means to say new things. Process Based Research: work in which the production methods, ethics, 
relationships, ways of generating material, research etc., all of which could be innovative. See: Dovey, 
J. (2009). 
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In Eclipse (2007) came about whilst digitally remastering work originally produced in 
the early 1980s on U-matic analogue videotape. Tim Howle took this visual material 
and reworked his own archival sound into a new electroacoustic soundtrack, once 
again exploring the themes of analogous practices between visual moving image 
making and electroacoustic music composition. In Eclipse brings back into the light of 
day and off the dusty archive shelves, analogue based work that had been previously 
eclipsed by time and brings it into the digital domain. A work in two halves where 
Super 8 footage of a now demolished power station originally shot in 1985, featuring 
in-camera fast cuts of the decaying power structure through which late afternoon 
sunshine flickers and bleeds, a sun eclipsed by a post-industrial landscape. A brief 
16mm shot of the 1999 solar eclipse is the only visual addition to the earlier 1980s 
edit (Health and Efficiency, 1985) and marks the transition from day to a virtual night, 
when a sequence of multilayered analogue video in which barely seen figures are 
obscured by layers of shifting colour, light and shade. These figures themselves 
eclipsed by the audio-visual treatment Using a Sony Time Based Corrector to effect 
and manipulate a previously edited analogue video source (Amen: Survive the Coming 
Hard Times, 1985) superimposed with single frame animated colour Super 8 flicker 
film experiments transposed to video. 
 
For In Girum (2007/8), abstracted visuals shot on DV digital video and Super 8 film at 
a variety of funfairs was montaged and edited using Final Cut Pro software, exploring 
the liminal spaces the funfair offers, the carnival of consumption. The actual stomach 
churning disorientation of the rides and their mechanical hydraulic constructions 
being reworked into a simulated visual space which intends to explore augmented 
realities. Virilio’s ‘over-excited man’ meets Debord’s analysis of the Spectacle. The 
title echoing Debord’s use as a film title of the Latin palindrome In Girum Imus Nocte 
Et Consumimur Igni, translated as ‘We go round and round in the night and are 
consumed by fire…’ The treatment in post-production of lens based/gathered 
information treated and reworked, counterpointing electroacoustic compositional 
practices derived from recording, working with and treating acousmatic source 
material. In Girum saw the collaborative methods take on a more dialogic form. 
Discussions during the production process informed early edits and workings of the 
source material. Exchanges of each others’ outputs during this process, being worked   68 
into and woven together, through an ongoing production process; passing developing 
versions of the work back and forth between composer and filmmaker leading to the 
final version. 
 
Radiance documents a collaboration with electroacoustic composer Rob Mackay, an 
interactive installation in the Crypt of St Martin’s-on-the-Hill, Scarborough, for the 
Scarborough Festival of Light, December 2002. Light and movement sensors would 
trigger sound playback as the audience moved through a maze-like space filled with 
digital video projections around each corner and an immersive ambient soundscape
50. 
The 15-minute piece cuts video shot documenting the installation with a walk-through 
audio recording, capturing the changing soundscape within the space. The work 
intended to create an experimental environment where light, sound and audience, 
respond and react to one another, in a site-specific context. The digital video footage 
explored light in different manifest forms taking the audience through a changing 
environment, from fast cut urban cityscape to more contemplative candle light. The 
sound composed to work commensurately with the imagery and incorporating 
Soundbeam controllers and MAX MSP software to control directed playback of sound 
through the various speakers within the space. 
 
 
Fig. 2.6. Radiance installation, Scarborough, December 2002. 
                                                        
50 see: http://www.create.uk.net/projectinfo.php?projectid=68&linkid=cp2   69 
 
In realizing a practice ‘ “on the cusp” between two states’ where working with visuals 
is a way that ‘electroacoustic music can be made visible’ (Howle, 2009) 
Electroacoustic Movies evidences Kit Williams’ notion that in certain forms of music 
video ‘sight becomes musical and what you listen to is visualized. Seeing, then, 
becomes a nonlogocentric experience, a sensuous (indeed, cross-sensual), tactile, 
sonorous, and visual activity’ (Williams, 2003, p.13). Birtwistle draws attention to 
Deleuze and Guitarri’s address of audiovisual relations which are resonant with visual 
music informed practices, 
…[Deleuze and Guitarri’s (1988, p.314)] formulation of audiovisuality 
embraces a range of possible relationships between sound and image, but most 
importantly, it allows for those moments when sound and image fuse and 
become indistinguishable (Birtwistle, 2010, p.227). 
 
The ‘new paradigm’ (Piche, 2004) engendered through the encounter of 
electroacoustic composition and moving image results in ‘a temporal visual artwork 
that exists in time and whose constituent elements evolve over time just as music 
elements evolve and exist over time’ (McDonnell, 2007). Birtwistle drawing attention 
to the audiovisual flow that work exploring the fusing of milieu can set in motion,  
…synaesthetic audiovisual experience presents a sublation of sound and 
image, in which binary relations, hierarchies and identities are liquefied, where 
no one milieu is sacrificed to another, but in which each milieu becomes 
permeable to the point of dissolution (Birtwistle, 2010, p.271). 
 
The constituent pieces of Electroacoustic Movies, utilize the flows of sound and 
image to effect temporal and contextual transformation, a key theme throughout all 
my work under consideration here. The work gathered as Electroacosutic Movies  
itself drawing on, reworking and revisiting themes and original footage from my 
earlier practice, as well as forging new explorations with new technologies and 
practices. In ‘Theorising Audiovisual Flow’ Richardson (2012, pp. 126-130) draws 
attention to the political and critical contexts of work operating in an ‘audiovisual 
surreal’. Contrasting Raymond Williams’ (1990) address of televisual flow in the 
context of broadcast television, Richardson cites Walter Benjamin’s thinking that ‘the 
distracting properties of these forms might be deployed to critical ends by attending 
to… their mediated physicality as an element to be enjoyed in its own right’ (ibid, 
p.127), Richardson recognizing that ‘types of flow… can be understood as articulating   70 
the structures of contemporary society while simultaneously offering a means of 
reflecting on them’ (ibid). Drawing attention to Castell’s (1996) address of the 
experience of spaces of flow in the information age and Mihaly Csikszentmihaly’s 
(2002) theorizing of peak psychological experiences, ‘flow for this writer arises in 
connection with a sense of immersion in the task at hand leading to experience of 
elevated consciousness’ (ibid, p.130). Richardson also draws attention to Deleuze’s 
writing on philosophy and cinema and his allusions to ‘flow consciousness’ as ‘a 
means of resisting dominant narrative means of structuring time in mainstream 
audiovisual forms’ (ibid, p.284). With particular resonance to both the critical and 
political contexts that Electroacoustic Movies and my earlier work explore, 
Richardson concludes that digital technologies offer  
‘Considerable potential for appropriative interventions. Namely, a kind of 
euphoria, signaling desubjectification combined with the reinstatement of 
subjective agency (through acts of ingenuous and disingenuous appropriation) 
is present in instances where someone does something with technologies they 
were never supposed to do. An aspect of remediation is implied in such cases, 
which in turn might imply a performative realignment of conventional 
positions… Deconstruction in these cases does not refer to a dry intralinguistic 
exercise. Rather, it is a means of releasing phenomenological and aesthetically 
rich potential of audiovisual performances… in an age when what it means to 
“compose” is changing drastically… An aestheticism made up of ebbs and 
flows, of lucid dreaming and streams of consciousness instead represents, for 
many commentators, a view of reality that is constituted as one quality flows 
freely into the next. This change in outlook heralds a dissident attitude when it 
comes to binary oppositions on which classic aestheticism was founded… At 
stake is an aestheticism attuned to the affective powers of performances. In 
this view, both rhythmic flow and its cessations can be invested with 
redemptive transformative powers’ (ibid, pp.285-287). 
 
Echoing Birtwistle on observing that the rhythmic flow between milieus of sound and 
image should be understood not as sound and image communicating but as 
communication between sound and image where,  
‘The radical challenge that synaesthetic forms present to music is, 
consequently, not to be thought through in wholly negative terms of 
destruction or eradication, but rather as a dissolution that is enacted without 
loss: a sublation. Such a liquefaction is liberating, a way out of the identity 
habit, a way of thinking beyond the parameters of identity and essence 
(Birtwistle, 2010, p.219). 
 
Having established the specific practice and the key themes and contexts engaged in 
across three decades; notably sound-image relations, a cinema and expanded cinema 
of affect and sensation, informed by and examining political contexts on both a socio-  71 
cultural level and through the formal and material strategies adopted; the final chapter 
seeks to evidence the markers and recognition of quality and originality of the work 
and the contributions to new knowledge the practice, reflection upon it, and critical 
contextualisation of it, provide.  72 
CHAPTER 3 - Contributions to new knowledge  
and originality of the work  
 
 
In contextualizing this thirty-year practice it is possible to see connections and shared 
contexts across the work as well as roots and developments of core themes and 
practices. Markers of quality and originality through peer group selection of work for 
film festival screenings, conference and concert presentation and DVD publication 
distinguish elements of this practice, and the work and reflection upon it can be seen 
to contribute new knowledge in a number of critical fields. 
 
Through considering the specific media and artistic means of this practice, the specific 
historical conditions giving form to the creative intentions, and the attempts to realize 
these in the generative act of making the work, it has been my intention to bring new 
knowledge and understanding to the generative performance of the work in question, 
and the epistemological regimes that the work contributes to. In addition to the new 
insights into Scratch video and video art histories, post-punk multimedia practices and 
expanded cinematic practices, particularly in the period linking the 1970s to 1990s; 
the work can be seen to contribute significant new knowledge into visual music 
compositional practices, sound/image relations exploring affect and sensation, the 
exploration of these methodologies in overtly political and cultural contexts; as well 
as bringing new knowledge to understanding the new forms and contexts of 
electroacoustic and acousmatic composition becoming evident as these disciplines 
engage emergent technological potentials for exploring the encounter of the sonic and 
the visual. 
 
The work also, I would argue, substantiates Naumann (2010b, p.6), Shaviro (2003, 
p.133) and Birtwistle’s (2010, p.271-272) observations that critical theory lags behind 
actual artistic production in engaging in questions of social, artistic and technological 
change. Consequently the work contributes new knowledge to, and is informed by 
emergent, developing and ongoing critical appraisal. 
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View From Hear in retrospect can now be seen as a pioneering project in independent 
video distribution, and contributes new knowledge to the study and understanding of 
independent and video art distribution practices. One of the earliest exemplars of 
exploring the potential that VHS and consumer and prosumer video formats could 
offer for D.I.Y production and distribution, following closely on the work of 
Doublevision and Factory/Ikon and predating George Barber’s Greatest Hits of 
Scratch Video compilations. Independent of both record labels and community and 
arts organizations
51, the work pioneers ‘D.I.Y.’ production and distribution of a 
practice that is purely audiovisual, distinct from music video and pop promo practices.  
 
In documenting the contexts, history and hybrid methodologies of the work, new 
knowledge is contributed to the ongoing historic and critical appraisal of Scratch and 
the wider network and practices of that emerging generation of video artists and film-
makers
52. New insights into the history of Scratch can be seen, particularly with regard 
to interconnections of visual music practices and Scratch; connections that Barber and 
Hayward (1995) begin to make, and that Birtwistle (2010) explicitly addresses, 
evidenced in the pre-history of my Scratch work and the subsequent trajectory of the 
practice, as well as through the opportunity for critical reflection that researching and 
writing this commentary has provided. 
 
                                                        
51 See: Knight, J. and Thomas, P. (2011) Reaching Audiences: Distribution and Promotion of 
Alternative Moving Image. London: Intellect Press.  
 
52 Meigh–Andrews(2006) recognizes that a combination of political, ideological, technical and social 
forces were at play in the arising of Scratch with the development of two basic tendencies – a 
graphical/optical approach exploring repetition and abstraction enhanced by the ‘new palette of visual 
effects developed by Sony and others’ (Elwes, 2005, p.112) - and an ‘agit-prop’ tendency who’s 
‘skilful deployment and montaging of “found” images’ has much in common with photomontage. 
Whilst noting that work by the Duvet Brothers spanned both sub-divisions of the genre, Meigh-
Andrews suggests that their work may be as much about the pleasure of manipulating images and 
sounds as it is about politics. An observation I would suggest that has a broader application across the 
scope of Scratch artists and practices. Meigh-Andrews quotes Jez Welsh as suggesting that the agit-
prop branch of Scratch derives from community video rather than art school, with Gorilla Tapes’ work 
coming through the Luton community video project. I would suggest that the real picture is again one 
of greater ambiguity, Gorilla Tapes work also combines both a heavily worked graphical/textual 
exploration of Scratch techniques in the service of ‘agit-prop’ work, and my own purely Scratch pieces 
(Amen…, Suffer Bomb Disease and Friendly Fires), would all fall firmly into the agit-prop sub genre 
whilst coming from an art school backdrop. Equally View From Hear, picked up by Andy Lipman as 
exemplary of Scratch in his City Limits article, is a work of various hybrid practices and forms, 
exploring the manipulation of image and sounds, with perhaps less overtly agitational political themes 
as other works.  
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Screened at the Fridge in the nascent days of Scratch and acknowledged by Andy 
Lipman in his significant coverage of View From Hear in the ground-breaking article 
for City Limits magazine, ‘Scratch and Run’. The work becomes an exemplar of some 
of the earliest Scratch practices emerging in the UK, and the foundations on which my 
further Scratch work would develop. 
 
 
Fig.3.1. Scratch Video poster, Dundee, 2008. 
 
Through their selection for curated shows in key programmes and screenings at 
national and international art venues Amen, Survive the Coming Hard Times and 
Suffer Bomb Disease have been recognized in 1984 at the height of Scratch’s 
emergence as a video art movement, and retrospectively in 2008/9, as constituting 
exemplary Scratch practices, constituting a key exponent of the canon of Scratch 
works to emerge at that time. The poster for the AHRC funded, Rewind curated 
‘Scratch Video’ retrospective screening, at Dundee Contemporary Arts in 2008
53, 
citing ‘the works shown are some of the best examples of this work from British 
artists’ [Appendixes; 2, 3, 16 & 17]. Scratch itself is coming to be recognized as an 
important video art movement in British video art history. Elwes acknowledging that 
‘scratch must take the credit for being the last UK video movement that was allied to a 
collective social and political consciousness before the 1990s made the selling of the 
artist the central purpose of art’ (Elwes, 2005, p.116). Elwes also credits Scratch as 
signifying the beginnings of a paradigm shift in the principal point of reference for 
contemporary art by reflecting ‘the relocation of artistic creation to the broader 
                                                        
53 Subsequently screened as the installation; ‘Scratch Video’, Streetlevel Photoworks Gallery, Glasgow, 
16
th- 24
th March 2009: http://www.streetlevelphotoworks.org/streetlevel/archive/2009/scratch-
video/scratch-video.html.   75 
cultural sphere and anticipates the convergence of art and popular culture in the 
1990s’. Sean Cubitt noting in his webcast to the Rewind Installation of Scratch Video 
in Glasgow in 2009, which featured Suffer Bomb Disease, ‘video and video art 
became for that brief period the one true British Avant-Garde of the twentieth 
century’. Echoing his foreword to Jackie Hatfield’s Experimental Film and Video in 
2005, ‘In some ways the only genuinely native avant-garde movement of the 20
th 
century in the UK, the film and media avant-gardes of the 1960s, 70s and 80s set the 
groundwork for the emergent digital arts’ (Hatfield, 2005, p.ix). I would argue here 
that my work contributes new knowledge to and is a key constituent component in the 
on-going re-evaluation and assessment of the history, significance and importance of 
Scratch. 
 
The development of a purely audio-visual, live performative, expanded cinemataic 
practice through my 391 work and subsequent collaborations constitutes an original 
exemplar practice of the time, distinct from the practices of the industrial music based 
groups where multimedia was an adjunct to live shows of groups who were 
predominantly musically focused. This body of work contributes new knowledge to 
the ‘severely neglected’ (Reynolds, 2005, pp. xvii-xxx) history of post-punk, and the 
even more neglected history of multimedia, expanded cinematic practices spanning 
the 1980s. 
 
I would argue that by the definitions and parameters of Reekie’s Underground 
Cinema, my own work at this time and into the 1990s, is an exemplar and contributes 
to a mapping of independent and underground practices. Directly deriving from, and 
influenced by 1960s and 70s counter-cultural developments, and independent film, 
video and expanded cinema practices. Contributing to a broader picture of 1980s 
visual media arts and their attendant continuities and discontinuities, and evidencing 
activities outside of London that have been passed over thus far by the emerging 
histories and contextualisations.  
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Weibel (2002), Lund (2009), James (2010), and Daniels & Naumann (2010a, 2010b)
54 
make a leap form the 1960s and 1970s expanded and performative practices to 1990s 
digital multimedia expanded and audiovisual work, overlooking the very practices that 
link these two historic eras – that being the performative, expanded cinematic 
practices of the post punk and industrial, mainly British, music bands of the 1980s; an 
important connection picked up by Brem Crevits in his chapter The Roots of VJing in 
Mike Faulkner’s VJ: Audio-Visual Art and VJ Culture (2006, pp.14-19) as Faulkner 
maps practices emerging through the 1990s and beyond. My work with Cabaret 
Voltaire spanning the end of the 1980s and beginning of the 1990s forms a direct link 
between the Velvet Underground inspired post punk late 1970s, early 1980s post-
psychedelic (Lilleker, 2005, p.25, and Reynolds, 2004, p.225) immersive performative 
audio-visual practices, and the VJ /Rave/ Acid House/ Club culture that would emerge 
in the 1990s. Faulkner and Crevits reference my work with Cabaret Voltaire by way 
of a pictorial reference (a still image from the Groovy, Laidback and Nasty films), and 
noting, 
Aware of the dogmatic qualities of the image, several post-Punk industrial 
bands used projections to give an ideological weight to their concerts… the 
creation of a very estranging synaesthetic effect through the interplay of image 
and music (Crevits, 2006, p.16). 
 
It is ironic in the light of my own experience that Michael O’ Pray (2011, p.62) claims 
‘the 1980s were a difficult time for expanded cinema’. I would argue that throughout 
the 1980s, in the post punk, industrial music and later acid house and rave music 
scenes a wealth of work is evident which draws upon and adds to the possibilities and 
contexts for expanded practices, and that my practice and experience is an exemplar 
practice. Contributing new knowledge to the broadening contexts and definitions of 
experimental and avant-garde audiovisual work that Daniels & Naumann, Lund, 
Brougher et al., and Rees are beginning to evidence and encompass. The live 
multimedia performance practices of Throbbing Gristle and later Psychic TV and 
Coil, of Test Department with filmmaker Brett Turnbull, of 23 Skidoo with Richard 
Heslop in London; of Andrew Hulme with O Yuki Conjugate in Leeds; of Cabaret 
Voltaire in collaboration with film makers St John Walker, Peter Care and myself; of 
                                                        
54 All cast a broad net in defining contexts for expanded practices - but all acknowledge for varied 
reasons a dead end reached by expanded practice during the 1980s. 
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ClockDVA/The Anti Group with Robert E Baker and of Paul ‘Nort’ Northcliff with 
Hula, of Klive Humberstone and In The Nursery, of Adrian Wright with the Human 
League in Sheffield, and my own work as 391 and in collaboration with others
55 (and 
I’m sure other examples from the UK alone) all explored expanded visual practices. 
Not only in terms of the conventions of rock and pop music shows regarding sound, 
lighting and performance, but also in terms of the use of multi screen projections; 
film, film loops, video and slide projections to effect audiovisual, transsensory, 
affective sound/image immersive experiences. Predominantly outside of gallery, 
theatre and cinema contexts; taking these practices into club and music venues and 
sometimes beyond into site-specific spaces. The location of this work beyond gallery 
contexts may be one explaining factor in its oversight in the emerging histories. So too 
the challenge in documenting live performances at this time, when video camera 
technologies were not sensitive enough to record in the low-light conditions required 
for projected audio-visual shows.  
 
The rigid definitions which at times have limited the scope of critical and contextual 
historic discourse in the UK for experimental film and video practice, in the polemics 
and politics of the often London-centric gaze of critics and curators must also 
contribute. The visual centric perspective of much critical discourse is a factor too. I 
would argue that both Iles
56 and O’Pray were not looking in the right places and their 
definitions of expanded film installation particularly narrow. Dominant definitions of 
what constitutes video art, and the critical, contextual, historical and organizational 
                                                        
55 During my time in Sheffield I would work with a number of local bands in addition to Cabaret 
Voltaire. I first worked with Cabaret Voltaire in November 1983, assisting in live camera work and AV 
support for their Sheffield University concert which featured a videowall of TV monitors screening live 
and pre-recorded video content. I am credited as projectionist on the soundtrack album Shadowland of 
Hula’s performance at the Mappin Art Gallery, Sheffield, in August 1985 as part of ‘A Noise in Your 
Eye’ Exhibition of Sound Sculptures (Put together by the Arnolfini Gallery, Bristol. Hula played an 
improvised set incorporating some of the sound sculptures, a complex quadrophonic speaker system 
installed with auxiliary speakers relaying sound to other galleries in which multiple projections were 
shown). I was projectionist on a number of other concerts in the UK and in Amsterdam for Hula and In 
The Nursery; and had a close working relationship, sharing studio space/rehearsal rooms with The Anti 
Group. All three of these groups were well versed in avant-garde film history and engaged in 
multimedia multi-projection performance practices. As a core member of Fabricata Illuminata, 
performing at club, theatre and gallery venues in the UK and Europe, receiving favourable reviews in 
Performance Magazine, Sheffield local press and national music press; and selected for the National 
Review of Live Art: Best of Live Art Showcase at the ICA London in April 1986 (See my own online 
project: http://www.digitaldrift.net/FIspectate.htm). 
 
56 Michael O’Pray (2011, p.62) cites curator and writer Chrissie Illes catalogue remarks for the 1990 
show The Signs of the Times where she writes ‘ there has been relatively little recent expanded film 
installation in Britain since its prolific output in the Seventies.’   78 
models dominating 1970s and 80s practices may also be seen to be narrow and 
restrictive. The encounter of video art and music is one that has proved particularly 
problematic. Submitting my work with Cabaret Voltaire (edited at London Video 
Arts) for inclusion in LVA’s catalogue in the early 1990s, was met with the response 
that this was ‘video with music’ and was therefore not of interest or relevance to their 
catalogue. Meigh-Andrews recognises the restrictive definitions of what constituted 
experimental or avant-garde practice at this time, 
During this period [1976- early 1980s], LVA also established a distribution 
network, publishing a catalogue to promote their work, and were responsible 
for the publication of most of the written criticism and theoretical writing on 
video art practice. Through this activity of self-validation the modernist 
practice established a foundation for later artists, but also restricted and 
divided the independent video community in the UK, alienating and 
marginalizing alternative approaches to video within a fine art context (Meigh-
Andrews, 2006, p.58). 
 
The self-validation practices through the selection and distribution of works and 
publication of criticism and theoretical writing by London Video Arts and a small, 
select coterie surrounding them ‘restricted and divided the independent community in 
the UK, alienating and marginalizing alternative approaches to video within a fine art 
context’ (Meigh-Andrews, 2006, p.58). Barber recounts an anecdote from an ICA talk 
at the 1989 Picadilly Film and Video Festival, London,  
Hartney once had his work rejected by David Hall – the Imam of British Video 
Art and co-founder of London Video Arts – because he committed the cardinal 
sin of using music ‘and it was Brian Eno as well, who was pretty cool then by 
any standards, music was just “out”, you see…’(Barber, 1990, p.113). 
 
In these contexts my work can be seen to contribute new knowledge to discussions 
broadening the scope for understanding and locating music based moving image 
works. Goodwin (1993) identified a visual bias in critical perspectives that failed to 
account for implicit aural precedents in music video. A recognition that later writings 
are beginning to appraise
57; 
Even extremely basic musicological terms like rhythm and timbre are usually 
missing from the lexicon of music video analysis. Music itself is rarely 
                                                        
57 Dickinson (2007) draws attention to ‘the intrigue of music video’s specific union of sound and 
image’ ignored in earlier analyses. Amy Herzog (2007, p.39) draws attention to the role and play of 
abstraction and alternative narrative structures (as too does Piché, 2004); Vernalis (2004, p.113, p.134, 
p.141) recognizes the importance and impact of sound recording technologies, histories, methodologies 
and techniques on music video production.  
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discussed, despite the fact that the most elementary understanding of the form 
requires us to recognize there is a correlation between sound and image; most 
obviously, in camera movement and editing techniques, but also in lighting, 
mise-en-scene and gesture. Disregarding these elements, postmodern analysis 
often looks at music television as if it were a purely visual form. This is of 
course a dominant motif of that paradigm, in which the seduction of the visual 
is assumed to have taken hold of contemporary culture in new and increasingly 
powerful ways (ibid, p.48). 
 
The criticisms leveled at Scratch are seen by Birtwistle as arising too from a 
‘prioritisation of the visual over the sonic’. With the visualization of music framed 
only in negative terms ‘the avant-garde proves no different from classical Hollywood 
cinema’ (Birtwistle, 2011, pp.240-256). 
 
The interpenetrating roles of image and music in avant-garde film and video art are 
explored by Holly Rogers. Drawing attention to the ‘dearth of critical interest’ from 
film studies in these aspects the ‘avant-garde film can offer music a level of control 
inconceivable in the mainstream tradition’ (Rogers, 2010, p.62). 
Because avant-garde film breaks down traditional barriers between various arts 
– because it is ruptured – it is impossible to develop for it an exclusive theory 
of either image or music. My argument is this: that music soundtrack does not 
stand alone in either mainstream or avant-garde film. The difference is that the 
relationship between music and image … is not symbiotic, but rather 
collaborative (ibid, p.64). 
 
Roger’s draws attention to Nicholas Cook’s analysis of music in multimedia (Cook, 
1998) and that ‘the juxtaposition of image and music creates a new form, which 
demands a new interpretation of each’ (Rogers, 2010, p.37). Cook (1998, p.270) 
observing that ‘meaning lies not in musical sound, then, nor in the media with which it 
is aligned, but in the encounter between them.’ Jamie Sexton notes ‘the investigation 
of sonic interactions with other media forms has been a largely under-researched 
area’, with sonic art being an area the art world has ‘criminally overlooked for much 
of the twentieth century’ (Sexton, 2007, pp.85-104). Kelly (2007, pp.105-120) brings 
these discussions to mediated and multimedia performances including Andy Warhol’s 
Exploding Plastic Inevitable events featuring the Velvet Underground and more recent 
exemplars in Madonna’s Blonde Ambition tour and Gorillaz’ Demon Days concerts 
noting that, 
By creating new interactions of recorded forms, visual and auditory 
representations, inter-medial pop performances operate in a postmodern field   80 
of play that engages the spectator intellectually, but also emotionally… the 
role of spectator is shifted from one of passivity to active participation in the 
performance of sound event… encountering new apprehensions of sight and 
sound that have the potential to affect their own presence as embodied subjects 
(ibid, p.119). 
 
In these emerging contextual re-appraisals of the significance and role of sound in the 
audio-visual encounter, and rebalancing of earlier visual-centric dominances, my work 
can be seen to contribute new knowledge and exemplar practices. 
 
Stephen Ball recognizes in recent years a move away from dominant 1970s/80s 
models of avant-garde organisational hegemonies, towards one, which my practice, 
and others’, was already exploring, and to which my practice contributes new 
knowledge, and evidences explorations of new models of production and distribution. 
Organisationally, contemporary audio-visual spatial performance practice has 
moved away from a model typified by the London Filmmakers Co-operative 
(i.e. a pseudo-governmental constitutional model that developed in parallel 
with a pseudo-politics of progressive avant-garde polemics) towards a 
structure more in common with the music scene, as the individual artists and 
their performances have become necessarily more entrepreneurial. Events are 
as likely to occur in cafés, bars, theatres, and music venues as they are in 
galleries or conventional cinema spaces (Ball 2011, p.273). 
 
Reekie, despite also passing swiftly over 1980s contexts, looks to a wider definition 
and broader models too, and recognizes in the independent music model an exemplary 
practice, 
To subvert the assumption that commerce is incompatible with radical cultural 
production other successful radical and illegitimate commercial pop cultures 
must be analysed and analogized. This would include fringe theatre, comedy 
clubs, fanzines, street fashion, car boot sales, pornography and street sports. 
But the most productive and dynamic analogy for Underground Cinema is 
independent pop music. Whilst media theorists have long been fascinated with 
modern pop music as a mass industry, its true significance as a radical culture 
lies in its localized diversity and diffusion as a national network of 
independents, amateurs, semi-professionals and specialist audiences (Reekie, 
2007, p.206). 
 
As such my practice can be seen to contribute new knowledge to the analyses of new 
models of creative and cultural industry practices, as creative practice spans the 
transition from post-punk cultures through to emerging club/rave cultures. 
 
The dance/rave culture which came into being in the late 1980s as a mass 
phenomenon has strongly influenced the shaping and contouring, the   81 
energising and the entrepreneurial 'nous' of the new culture industries. The 
scale and spread of this youth culture meant that it was more widely available 
than its more clandestine, rebellious, 'underground' and style-driven 
predecessors including punk. (McRobbie, 2002, pp.516-531) 
 
McRobbie maps the changing nature of working in the media and cultural industries 
as new models of working arise in the wake of neo-liberal economic models. 
Recognising a replacement of workplace democracy by collaborative ‘ “network 
sociality” which in turn is influenced by the lingering impact of dance and club 
culture’ (ibid, p.516). 
 
I have often seen my work and practice engaging in the greyer area of the margins 
where fringe popular cultural practices and avant-garde informed practices meet. I 
suspect this may very much be the case for many practitioners, though not so much a 
recognized area in critical and historicizing practices. Clearly widening historical 
perspectives can be seen to be re-evaluating the contexts my practice connects with, 
and as I evidence and argue here, my practice informs and contributes new knowledge 
to those re-evaluations and previously neglected histories. 
 
Further ‘live cinema’ practices in an independent music context were utilized in my 
work with Blast First prior to the work in 1989/91 with Cabaret Voltaire. Edited 
selections of the latter Groovy, Laidback and Nasty work, were selected for film 
festival screenings in Poland, Holland, Italy, Japan and the U.K. in 1991/92, under the 
title Dynamix of the Metropolis. During the past year extracts of this work and some 
of my Super 8 footage from Sheffield in the 1980s has been included in Eve Wood’s 
documentary of the Sheffield music scene through the 1980s and 1990s The Beat is 
the Law, and broadcast on Sky Arts channel in the UK as well as numerous film 
festival screenings.  
 
Whilst there is a growing literature arising which begins to address and evaluate the 
history and impact of rave and club culture, there is little specific address of the 
multimedia content that is such an intrinsic element of this culture. Daniels & 
Naumann (2010) do broaden the contexts of analysis of audiovisuology than O’Pray, 
Curtis and Iles (Curtis, 2011) gallery-centric fine art specific address of expanded 
cinematic practices; covering well digital practices emerging from the 1990s onwards,   82 
in addition to practices in the 1960s and 70s and the pre-histories of these from colour 
organs and older visual music practices. But as with Reekie, Daniels & Naumann 
significantly pass over the 1980s post-punk and rave culture multimedia practices. I 
maintain the ‘connection between the generations’ is clearly evident in the post 
punk/industrial nexus. It is in this sub cultural quarter of popular cultural practice that 
the avant-garde film practices and expanded cinema of the 1960s, in particular the 
broader agendas outlined by Youngblood and the US based 1950s and ‘60s work are 
taken aboard, and form a very living link of inspiration, ideas exchange, collaboration 
and realization. The three aspects of Youngblood’s elaboration of Expanded Cinema 
as noted by Rees (2011a, p.13) are alive and well in the work of myself and my 
contemporaries working at that time, in a changed yet still highly charged political 
culture. Different to that which had fostered the UK London Filmmakers Co-op 
practices and equally different to the ahistoricism and ironic embracing of aspects of 
‘decadence’ that O’Pray sees as informing the New Romantic film makers. I would 
argue that my work and this commentary contributes significant new knowledge to the 
address of these practices, and the important generational links this work constitutes 
between 1960s and 70s expanded and underground cinemas and the 1990s.  
 
Collaborations with Create Arts Development Agency, 2001-2004, would result in a 
number of public arts and site specific digital projection projects in North Yorkshire 
exploring digital expanded practices. Project Projection featured digital projections 
from the beach onto the 40 feet high sea wall, Robin Hood’s Bay, North Yorkshire. 
Radiance explored early interactive triggering technologies and sound diffusion in the 
Crypt of St Martin’s-on-the-Hill, for the Scarborough Festival of Light in 2002
58. 
Exploring in an installation/site specific space themes at the heart of the collaboration 
with Tim Howle, of the encounter of creative moving image practice and 
electroacoustic composition. 
 
                                                        
58 see: http://www.create.uk.net/projectinfo.php?projectid=68&linkid=cp2   83 
 
Fig. 3.2. Tim Howle performing a live sound diffusion of In Eclipse, Indiana, 2009. 
 
Electroacoustic Movies (2003-2008) constitutes a body of work that informs new 
developments and contributes new knowledge to electroacoustic composition and 
emerging and historic visual music practices. The Computer Music Journal 
recognizing the significance of ‘this new medium’ (2005, p.4) by devoting their 
Winter 2005 issue to Visual Music. Composer and academic Jean Piché describes the 
extension of electroacoustic composition into working with moving image as ‘a new 
paradigm for composition… The means of production for visuals now are extremely 
interesting, catching up to what we’ve been doing with sound for over a decade.  It’s 
an exciting new form that has a lot of depth to it… the combination of abstracted 
image and sound make a fertile ground where an entirely new poetry can grow’(Piché, 
2004). Piché chooses to describe his work as ‘video music’ to distinguish it from 
music videos and from other forms of generative visual music. Tim Howle (2009) 
recognises that our work is distinct from generative/algorithmic and electronica based 
practices, and also distinct from single authored work. The coming together of two 
distinct compositional practices to produce the collaboration is significant and 
important, and we believe gives an originality to the practice recognized in its 
selection for national and international screenings and performances. The work can be 
seen as an exemplar of new work emerging in these contexts, and contributes new 
knowledge to the study and understanding of new developments in electroacoustic and 
acousmatic compositional potentials and practices. The work also contributes an   84 
exemplar practice that can contribute new knowledge to the ‘fusions of practices’ 
Derek Scott (Sim, 2011, p.193) recognizes as warranting further analysis with regards 
to musicology. 
 
The live sound diffusion of the work is also of significance and contributes new 
knowledge to Randolph Jordan’s analysis of ‘Film Sound, Acoustic Ecology and 
Performance in Electroacoustic Music’ (Jordan, 2007, pp.121-141). Jordan sets out to 
‘discuss the concept of “acousmatic” and the issues it raises when considering the idea 
of live performance as hinging upon an audience’s need for a visual point of reference 
as substantiation of a performer’s presence’ (ibid, p.122). With the advent of recorded 
sound as compositional device, there is no longer the visual spectacle of musical 
virtuoso performance, ‘we can no longer see what a performer is doing to create the 
sound’ (ibid). With electroacoustic music being a field where sound compositions are 
presented through loudspeakers, ‘sound presented in the absence of any visual source 
provides the basic model for concerts of electroacoustic music’. Jordan acknowledges 
that live sound diffusion through multi speaker arrays via mixing consoles and 
specialist software does give such performances a context specificity albeit one with a 
lack of (visual focus of) musicians performing in real time. This absence of visual 
context forms the very nexus of the collaboration between myself and Tim Howle, 
one which Tim has defined in papers given at Bath Spa University and to the Society 
of Electroacoustic Music in the United States (Howle, 2009) as being a practice ‘ “on 
the cusp” between two states’ and that as a composer he ‘saw the light’ - working with 
visuals is a way that ‘electroacoustic music can be made visible’ in a form that until 
now, as Jordan observes, has lacked visual focus. This becomes an original, emerging 
practice in the sonic arts. Jordan draws attention to Pierre Schaeffer’s designation of 
‘acousmatic music’ in which the audience is called upon to detach themselves from 
the need to think about the sources of the sound they hear, listening to the qualities of 
the sounds in their own right – ‘reduced listening’ as Pierre Schaeffer defined it. 
 
Widening his discussions to bring in the works and writings of R. Murray Schaeffer 
and Hildegard Westerkamp, particularly regarding acoustic ecologies and auditory 
environments. Jordan proposes that an awareness of shifting between co-existing 
planes of attention is something towards which these sonic practices lead us. With 
regards to my collaboration with Tim Howle, our work could most certainly be seen to   85 
be exploring territories and contributing new knowledge to where the visual and audio 
planes form two of the multifarious planes that come into play when composing with 
electroacoustic music and moving images. Jordan’s writing becomes a pertinent and 
reciprocal perspective with regards to looking at our own practice and its contribution 
to new knowledge. 
 
A copy of the Electroacoustic Movies  DVD is held in the Centre for Visual Music
59 
collection, Los Angeles, after meeting Cindy Keefer the Director of the Centre 
following a paper I gave (and a screening of Son et Lumières) at the Seeing Sound 
Practice-led Research Symposium, Bath Spa University, England in October 2011
60. 
Son et Lumières was selected for the 12 hour Visual Music Marathon showcase 
curated by professor Dennis Miller of North Eastern University, Boston, 
Massachusetts; screened there in 2007 and at the New York Digital Salon/Visual Arts 
Theatre in 2009, drawing together historical and contemporary works and 
performative live practices
61.  
 
Open Circuits was selected for publication on DVD by the MIT Press’ Computer 
Music Journal, in the special edition devoted to visual music in winter 2005
62 after 
screenings at a number of conferences and electroacoustic concerts in the US. Open 
Circuits has also been published on DVD by Goldsmiths, University of London as 
part of the Process Revealed project documenting the European Conference on 
Evolutionary Music and Art, Artpool, Budapest, Hungary, April 2006; and as part of 
the ScreenWorks Practice as Research DVD in conjunction with The Journal of 
Media Practice, June 2007. 
 
                                                        
59 A ‘non profit archive dedicated to visual music, experimental animation and avant-garde media, 
committed to the preservation, curation, education, scholarship and dissemination of the film, 
performances and other media of this tradition’ The archive collection includes work by Oskar 
Fischinger, Jordan Belson, Hy Hirsh, John and James Whitney and the original research collection and 
archives of film historian Dr William Moritz.  http://www.centerforvisualmusic.org/. [Accessed 
22.11.2011] 
 
60 ‘Contextualising Electroacoustic Movies’, see; http://www.seeingsound.co.uk/programme-2/papers/ 
[Accessed: 24.01.2012] 
61 For a review of the Visual Music Marathon see; http://www.awn.com/articles/visual-music-
marathon-musical-fine-art-animation-benchmark [Accessed: 24.05.2007] 
62 Computer Music Journal, Volume 29, Number 4, ‘Visual Music’ Edition, MIT Press, Winter 2005    86 
The other two works In Eclipse and In Girum have also been selected for a growing 
number of national and international screenings and live sound diffusion 
performance/presentations. In Girum being an official selection in the 2009 Edinburgh 
International Film Festival and also receiving an Honorable Mention of the Jury at the 
Abstracta International Abstract Cinema Exhibition, Rome, in August 2009. These 
followed the first solo show of my work in November 2008 at the Beyond Film 
Festival, England. I was invited to present a 90-minute retrospective that covered the 
body of work contextualized here (from the 1980s to current projects), and screened at 
the Gala Theatre and Cinema, Durham [see: Appendix 18]. 
 
The notion of ‘praxis as research’ has informed consideration of the research contexts 
the work engages and the development of this current PhD submission itself. In 
exploring the research contexts of Electroacoustic Movies, the wider context of the 
author’s praxis and practice since the 1980s is brought into consideration and vice 
versa. Not only has the content of some of the Electroacoustic Movies work derived 
directly from work previously undertaken in both the 1980s and 1990s, the practice 
itself is informed by and builds upon previously explored practices and 
methodologies; and there is a reciprocal informing of critical, theoretical and 
contextual issues between past and present work.  
 
In engaging with the Journal of Media Practice ScreenWorks
63 project and the AHRC 
funded AVPhD training and support network for students, supervisors and examiners 
of audio-visual practice based doctorates
64, the work contributes new knowledge to the 
consideration of media practice as research in UK academia. Dovey (2009) cites my 
work with Tim Howle in his evaluation of the contribution to new knowledge, its 
engagement with the aims of the ScreenWorks project, and in the wider context of 
substantiating practice led research contributions and establishing new protocols for 
creative media practice in academic research
65. Dovey defines this work as being 
                                                        
63 See http://www.jmpscreenworks.com/ [accessed 12.04.2012] 
64 See http://www.westminster.ac.uk/research/a-z/cream/avphd [accessed 12.04.2012] 
AVPhD hosted and supported 12 training events around the UK and Ireland. Attending many of these, I 
organized, chaired and presented at the July 2008 event, hosted at the University of Sunderland, which 
had a particular focus on sound and audio-visual practice. 
 
65 In the very different relationships of sound and image developed by Chapman and Cottridge 
for Hark and by Cope and Howle for Open Circuits (6 mins). A collaboration between   87 
‘platform research’ meaning ‘research into the aesthetic affects of new production 
technologies’(ibid, p.16), stating that, 
Many of the works published in the first volume combined different degrees of 
aesthetic, platform and process-based research methods in their search to find 
innovative ways of representing themes rarely accommodated within the 
genres available to the hit factory
66 of mass media (ibid, p.20). 
 
Analysing how the parameters that ScreenWorks establishes lead to interpreting work 
and situating it within a wider network of interactions of the academies’ notions of 
‘knowledge exchange and transfer’ (ibid, p.21) concluding that; 
Another answer to the question posed… concerning the knowledge exchange 
value of a project like ScreenWorks is to say ‘ it is too early to tell’. It is too 
early to tell how a student taught by the sound-and-vision artists Cope and 
Howle might turn up in music or film creating commercial hits… Each of 
these interventions is part of the complex network of exchanges which 
constitute a particular ecology of cultural production and exchange whose 
impact is hard to quantify (ibid, p.22). 
 
Referring to Stephen Jay Gould’s analysis
67 of evolutionary biology based ecology 
and concluding that, 
In the Long Tail of the media market place screen practice-as-research will 
become a site for researchers, students, teachers and industry creatives to go to 
think about contemporary moving image culture (ibid, p.23). 
 
My work can be seen to contribute new knowledge and locations for this thinking, and 
in addressing the questions Birtwistle raises when he asks, 
After forty years of intensive critical undoing, fuelled by structuralist and post-
structuralist theory, how might it be possible to move on to think, and to 
produce culture, in another register? Within the context of a radical poetics of 
audiovisuality, how can we rethink the place and role of sound in film and 
video, and move beyond the deconstructive and oppositional rationales and 
practices that have dominated avant-garde film for so long? (Birtwistle, 2010, 
p.173) 
 
I propose that Northern Industrial Scratch evidences an original, consistent practice 
over a significant period of time. Emanating outside the UK capital, emerging from 
the post-punk/industrial music cultures and the Scratch video movement and 
                                                        
filmmaker Nick Cope and electro-acoustic composer Tim Howle, Open Circuits is a visually 
and acoustically intense work, which tightly intertwines primarily abstract visual material with 
a complex and dynamic electro-acoustic soundtrack (Dovey, 2009, p18-19) 
 
66 The ‘hit driven economy’ being practice solely driven by industrial parameters of broadcast media 
ratings of success. 
67 In Sutton Smith, B. (2001), The Ambiguity of Play, Cambridge Mass: Harvard University Press.  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contributing new knowledge to the histories, understanding and contexts of these and 
subsequent cultures. Exploring particularly how the encounter of film, video and sonic 
dimensions can operate as an affective, synaesthetic, transsensorial experience. In 
Roger’s terms ‘a musico-visual experiment’ and intending to be registered by the 
viewer as sensory and embodied experience as much on intellectual as on cognitive 
levels, through both single screen practices and live performative and expanded 
cinematic presentations of the work. As such the work contributes new knowledge to 
both audiovisual/visual music practices and their contexts, and the history and 
contexts of expanded and underground cinematic practices.  The work also contributes 
new knowledge in the field of sonic arts and acousmatic/electroacoustic composition.  
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FIGURES AND ILLUSTRATIONS 
 
 
Figure. 1.1 (p.17) Tim Howle, performing a live sound diffusion mix of Son et 
Lumières. 
Sixteenth Annual Florida Electroacoustic Music Festival, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 
April 2007. 
 
Figure 1.2 (p.32) Scratch Television, ICA screening programme. 
Programme for the first national screening of Scratch, Scratch Television: Watch This Space, at the 
Institute of Contemporary Arts, London, Tuesday 4th December1984. 
 
Fig. 2.1 (p.48) Metamorphosis/Tiab Guls concert posters, 1982.  
For gigs with the Doublevision presents Cabaret Voltaire video, Ad Lib Club, Nottingham, 10th 
November; Factory Record’s Section 25 and the Factory Video Circus video programme, 26
th January; 
and Factory Record’s band Crispy Ambulance, 13
th October, both also the Ad Lib Club. 
 
Fig. 2.2 (p.51) 391 View From Hear booklet page. The quote from a now lost source. 
 
Fig. 2.3 (p.52) 391 magazines, Soundtracts cassette and View From Hear video. 
 
Fig. 2.4 (p.57) 391 live visual performance.  
Poster and photo of the author performing live, note Super 8 projector in background; Le 
Phonographique Club, Leeds, 26
th January 1984. Making the front page; Mass Murder fanzine, 3, 
Leeds, Spring 1984. 
 
Fig. 2.5 (p.63) 16mm film projection set up at Krizanke Theatre in Ljubljana.  
Switching between projectors live, and mixing between image sources by manually obscuring the 
projector lenses by hand in time with the live music. 
 
Fig.2.6 (p.68) Radiance installation, Scarborough, December 2002. 
Digital video and interactive sound installation; an immersive environment of video projections and 
interactive sound produced for the Scarborough Festival of Light, The Crypt, St Martin's on the Hill 
Church, Scarborough, in collaboration with composer Rob Mackay.  
 
Fig.3.1 (p.74) Scratch Video poster, Dundee Contemporary Arts, Dundee, April 2008. 
 
Fig. 3.2 (p.83) Tim Howle performing a live sound diffusion of In Eclipse, Indiana, 
2009. 
Society for Electro Acoustic Music in the United States, annual conference, Fort Wayne, Indiana. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 
 
 
1.  Y fanzine, Nottingham 1981-83. 
 
 
2.  Metamorphosis: Conception 1982, audio cassette, (1982) Leeds: Flowmotion 
FM(C) 004; Rising from the Red Sand vol.2, audio cassette, (1982) Whitstable: 
Third Mind Records TMT05. The author on vocal duty. Metamorphosis; l-r, 
Meloni Poole, Jonathan Tait, Matthew Collin, Nick Cope.   91 
 
 
 
3.  391: selection of pages from the two issues. View From Hear VHS video cassette, 
and accompanying booklet.   92 
 
4.  Publicity flyer for View From Hear, 1984.  
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5.  391 Soundtracts/Images on Playback booklet page. 
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6.  Public art projection projects with Create Arts Development Agency, Scarborough 
Festival of Light, December 2002. The Digital Theatre – video projections 
illuminating the Stephen Joseph Theatre; The Digital Store – shop window 
projections lighting up empty high street shopfront. 
 
 
 
7.  Digital projections illuminating the floating stage, on the lake of Peasholm Park, 
Scarborough, for Peacehome music festival, September 2004. 
 
Multiscreen projector set up for VJ concert with Hexstatic, University of Hull,          
Scarborough Campus, November 2003. 
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8.  A further multi-screen set up for a return visit of VJs Hexstatic, Scarborough old 
railway station, November 2004. 
 
Projections reflected in the lake at Peacehome music festival, September 2004. 
 
Outdoor cinema screenings on Scarborough sea front for The Environmental 
Film Festival, 2003. 
 
Public art installation for urban regeneration conference People Making 
Places, illuminating the bay windows of The Royal Hotel, St Nicholas Street, 
September 2002. 
 
 
 
 
 
9.  Open Circuits published on DVD; Process Revealed – Documenting the European 
Conference on Evolutionary Music and Art, Artpool, Budapest, Hungary, April 
2006, Published by Goldsmiths, University of London. 
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10. Open Circuits published on DVD; Computer Music Journal, Volume 29, Number 
4, ‘Visual Music’ Edition, MIT Press, Winter 2005. 
 
 
 
 
11. Son et Lumières screened at the Visual Music Marathon; hosted by MFA 
Computer Art program of the School of Visual Arts and the New York Digital 
Salon, Visual Arts Theatre,  New York, April 2009.   97 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Appendix 5. 391 View From Hear video reviews, 1984/85.  123 
 
 
Appendix 6. Cabaret Voltaire Groovy Laidback and Nasty tour reviews, 1990.   124 
 
Appendix 7. Cinema for the Ear, May 2002. 
Cinema for the Ear, or  Cinéma pour l’oreille as the phrase was first coined by French/Canadian 
composer Francis Dhomont, is a genre of electroacoustic music that makes concrete (real-world) 
sounds that are suggestive of programmatic elements. The listener is taken on a journey through 
different soundscapes that conjure up aural images, creating a cinematic experience for the ear. 
Tonight’s concert is an experiment
68 in which we have taken pieces that were originally composed for 
sound alone and interwoven visual images which are suggestive of material in the pieces. In this sense 
we have flipped the common practice of making a film and composing music to it afterwards on its 
head. Instead the visual projections have been selected and crafted to accompany the music. 
     Robert Mackay 
 
Digital Projections – I have always been interested in the history of abstract cinema, non-narrative 
films and the potentials these and emerging new media have for creating a form of ‘painting with light’, 
and composing with images in time. This Cinema for the Ear event has given me the opportunity to 
work with film and video material which I have filmed, animated and edited over a number of years, 
and to apply this material in a way that visually accompanies the musical environments created, and to 
allow the musical pieces to determine the nature of the images I have chosen to work with, and to 
construct a cinema to accompany work originally produced for the Ear.     Nick Cope 
                                                        
68 Anecdotal evidence reported that Sir Alan Aykbourn left this performance midway through, 
commenting backstage that ‘there are many things you can do in a theatre, and that’s not one of them’! 
Lady Aykbourn, however, remained for the whole performance and is said to have enjoyed it. 
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Appendix 8. Public Arts projections, 2002.  126 
 
 
Appendix 9. Scarborough Festival of Light reviews, 2002.  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Appendix 10a. Open Circuits screenings and conferences, 2004.  128 
 
 
Appendix 10b. Open Circuits screenings and conferences, 2004. 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Appendix 10c. Open Circuits screenings and conferences, 2005.  130 
 
 
Appendix 11. Conference and curation of screening, 2006.  131 
 
 
Appendix 12. Visual Music Marathon programme notes, 2007.   132 
 
 
Appendix 13. Son et Lumières screening, Montana, 2007.   133 
 
 
Appendix 14. Conference presentations, 2007/8. 
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Appendix 15. Referees reviews and feedback for Open Circuits submission for 
publication on ScreenWorks DVD: Documenting Practice based Research, in 
association with The Journal For Media Practice, Intellect Books, June 2007.   135 
 
 
Appendix 16. Scratch Video, screening, Dundee, 2008.   136 
 
 
Appendix 17. Scratch Video installation, Glasgow, 2009.  137 
 
 
Appendix18. Beyond Film Festival programme notes and press coverage, 2008.   138 
 
Appendix 19. Edinburgh Film Festival screening, 2009.
88 Lothian Road, Edinburgh EH3 9BZ, Scotland, United Kingdom
t +44(0)131 228 4051  f +44(0)131 229 5501
e info@edfilmfest.org.uk  w www.edfilmfest.org.uk
Nick Cope
University of Sunderland
Media Centre
St Peter's Campus
Sunderland
Tyne and Wear
NE36 0EH
UNITED KINGDOM
16th March 2009
Dear Nick,
On behalf of our Artistic Director, Hannah McGill, we would like to invite IN GIRUM to screen at
the 63rd Edinburgh International Film Festival, which will take place between 17 – 28 June 
2009.
We very much hope that you will accept this invitation.  Please let us know as early as 
possible, either by return fax, phone call, or email.  If you do accept, then please complete, 
sign, and return the enclosed Confirmation Forms.  Doing so will formally confirm the film’s 
participation in the Festival.
We would like to give maximum promotion to IN GIRUM.  To this end, please send us the 
publicity materials requested in the Confirmation Forms – including DVD screener copies – as 
promptly as you can.  The inclusion of IN GIRUM as part of the 63rd EIFF is strictly embargoed 
until our programme launch on 6th May, so no publicity may be released before this date.  Our
press agent is Rogers & Cowan.
Film prints should arrive no later than 28th May, since industry screenings start the week prior
to the festival proper.   Prints should be available to us until the end of the Festival.
At this stage of the Festival’s organisation, we cannot tell you the film’s precise screening 
dates, or precisely which short film programme it will screen in.  If you accept our invitation,
we will contact you in April to give you this information.
Please don’t hesitate to get in touch should you have any enquiries regarding this invitation.  
We look forward to hearing from you.
Warm regards,
Madeline Bates
Screenings Coordinator & Feature Submissions Viewer
Artistic Director Hannah McGill
Managing Director Ginnie Atkinson
Chair John McCormick
Patrons Sir Sean Connery & Tilda Swinton
The Edinburgh International Film Festival is a subsidiary of the Edinburgh
International Film Festival Council, a limited company with charitable status.
Vat No. 502 548861. Registered in Scotland No. 132453. Registered Address as above.
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Appendix 20. Letter of confirmation of authorship. 